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ABSTRACT




This dissertation describes an engineering design 
project which includes the following:
1. The development of a prototype device 
(penetrometer) capable of measuring in-place 
values of the friction angle of cohesionless 
soils.
2. A state-of-the-art survey relative to soil 
penetration techniques and data analysis. 
Included is a discussion of further research 
needed to better understand and develop soil 
penetrometers.
3. The research and development experience focuses 
thinking on the process of engineering design 
and on those issues which influence the design 
process in an academic environment.
Part I of this dissertation deals with the process 
of engineering design. Within certain organizations such 
as a university, the orderly steps of the design process
viii
are frequently interrupted or retarded. This section 
describes this phenomenon, suggests reasons for its 
occurrence, and proposes some remedies within the con­
text of the Engineering Systems Design PhD Activity.
Part II describes the design and development of 
a blunt nose probe capable of measuring normal and 
radial strains induced on its surface as it penetrates 
the soil. These strains are then reduced to provide 
the respective stresses. A static analysis making use 
of slipline theory, combined with experiences reported 
in the literature, indicated that the ratio of normal 
and radial stresses vary with the friction angle of 
the soil. Static tests of the prototype probe in dry 
sand show this to be correct. This study also defines 
future testing needed to develop the probe as a tool 
for ocean sediment use.
ix
FORWARD
This dissertation represents a departure from that 
normally expected of a Ph.D. candidate in Engineering.
The Engineering Ph.D. program at the University of New 
Hampshire has four areas of specialization in which a 
student can enroll. One of these areas of specialization 
is in engineering Systems Design of which Mr. Edward Kolbe 
is a part. This program area is intended to provide the 
student with a spectrum of advanced course work in the 
engineering sciences and engineering management combined 
with direct experiences in the challenges involved in 
conducting a design and development project for a modern 
engineering system. The student's concentration in an 
area of specific technical interest is combined with part­
icipation, at a leadership level, in a multi-element design 
and development effort in which the student is eventually 
responsible. He is not only responsible for his own tech­
nical contribution, but for the integration of related 
efforts by his colleagues which will result in a functional 
and effective system. This area of the UNH Engineering 
Ph.D. program seeks to develop students with technical 
expertise at the level of the Ph.D. while at the same time 
exposing the students to and providing educational exper­
iences in project leadership and technical management.
A program which seeks to provide a student with 
both technical competence and managerial and project
x
experience, inevitably must consider the character and 
substance of the Ph.D. dissertation. At the University 
of New Hampshire, the faculty has decided that the dis­
sertation shall consist of two parts.
The first part of the dissertation is concerned 
with project management and administrative issues. During 
the course of his educational program, the student is 
exposed to a number of experiences, in which the student 
is expected to gain an understanding of project management 
and technical leadership. Out of the context of these 
experiences, and as a result of formal course work in 
project management and technical leadership matters, the 
student is expected to write a section of his dissertation 
which deals witli project management issues. Mr. Kolbe lias 
prepared such a section, which forms the initial part of 
t h i s d i s s e r t a t i o n .
The second part of the thesis deals with a more 
conventional technical component of a research and develop­
ment project. In the case of Mr. Kolbe, it is the tech­
nical aspects of the design and development of a deep ocean 
sediment probe, capable of measuring; critical parameters 
associated with evaluating; seafloor soil bearing capacity. 
This technical section of the dissertation follows the 
evolution of a design effort from the conceptualization to 
the prototype development stages. The activity behind this 
effort forces the student to proceed through the full 
spectrum of an engineering development activity.
xi
Graduate programs leading to the doctoral degree 
which have a strong engineering design flavor are a rela­
tively new development in engineering education. As with 
undergraduate education, there are serious issues which 
need to be more adequately understood in order that our 
programs can take full and effective advantage of a univer­
sity environment in gaining a better understanding of the 
design process and the needs of the practicing engineer.
Mr. Kolbe's dissertation represents an important beginning 
for those of us who are involved in this program at the 
University of New Hampshire. Through his work and that of 
his fellow graduate students we are extending our under­
standing of the issues faced by graduate students in a 
design oriented Ph.D. program. As a consequence we are 
learning and are hopeful that out of this learning will 
come increased competence on the part of our students and 
an increased level of understanding of how to provide 
effective and meaningful educational experiences in 
engineering design.
Robert W. Corell
Professor of Mechanical 
Engineering and Chairman, 





ENGINEERING DESIGN IN A UNIVERSITY ENVIRONMENT
PART I - ENGINEERING DESIGN IN A UNIVERSITY ENVIRONMENT
Introduction
In any engineering design educational program 
involving projects and experiential learning, it is impor­
tant that the design process proceed in as normal a way as 
possible, without unrealistic interruptions. The program 
must provide the student with a controlled experience in 
design and project management. This chapter first hypo­
thesizes that the engineering design process in a university 
environment tends not to behave normally. The chapter then 
describes several factors which might cause this problem. 
Finally it suggests some solutions within the context of 
the Engineering Systems Design PhD Activity at the University 
of New Hampshire. The purpose of this chapter's examination 
is to try and generalize from a variety of experiences so 
that problems or difficulties related to graduate level 
engineering design education programs might be anticipated 
and dealt with more effectively. The hypothesis and con­
clusions are based upon: 1) observations of certain charac­
teristics both of engineering design and of the academic 
environment; 2) personal experiences of colleagues in 
engineering projects; 3) experiences of others which have 
been documented in the literature.
Before examining the design process in a university, 
it is important to look briefly at how it should function 
in an ideal situation. The differences can then be better
- 1 ~
understood, anticipated and properly accounted for.
A "project" has been defined (86) as a "unique, well 
defined effort to produce certain specified results at a 
particular point in time." A project has a beginning, 
several intermediate phases, and a definite end. The 
design steps or phases mentioned previously are described 
below: obviously there is never a clear line separating
one phase from the next.
Conception
Someone recognizes a need and explores ways to 
satisfy the need. This includes creating a new 
approach to solve the problem, gathering technical 
information, deciding on the form of the end 
results and generating a “hazy" project outline. 
Definition
This is the planning phase, perhaps the most 
important. The project manager, often with the 
help of other specialists, must establish all of 
the specifications for the end "product." He 
must set up standards to evaluate the results, 
study economic and technical feasibility, and 
estimate time and resource requirements. In 
short, he must define the project.
Design
The next steps include analytical studies, 
paper design and drawings. It is necessary at 
this stage to actively involve other specialists
3to study, modify, and try out different specifica­
tions and performance criteria, carry out research, 
outline procedures for development, and plan tests.
Of course, planning and initial contact for this 
interfacing of people would have had to take place 
during the project "Definition."
Development
In this phase, a prototype is built, assembled 
and tested. After those involved "work the bugs 
out" and perhaps do some redesign along the way, 
they must then decide whether the initial design 
is "proven" or "disproven." And to decide this, 
they must use the criteria of performance agreed 
upon back in the planning and definition stage 
of the project. At this point, "management" 
considers all of the factors (engineering and 
otherwise) which influence a decision to proceed. 
Utilization
This phase has arrived when the product can 
be put to its intended use.
In a university, engineering design does not appear
to function as it should; the following hypothesis describes
this behavior:
An engineering design project flows through 
phases from conception to definition, design, 
development, and utilization. In a university 
environment, the flow into the latter phases 
of design tends either to be impeded or fre­
quently interrupted and returned to the 
conception phase.
4The danger of this happening is that the original engineering 
objectives may not be achieved and that for the student, the 
engineering design experience is not a real one.
Factors Influencing the Design Process 
in a University 
This section will examine how the characteristics of 
design and of an engineering design educational program can 
react with those of the university to create the difficul­
ties stated in the hypothesis. In some cases, this combin­
ation of characteristics can lead to a "reconceptualization" 
of the problem. In others, it can provide a pressure 
against continuing the design project into its latter phases.
Reconceptuali zation 
Most current engineering design or problem solving 
activities require the participation of people from a number 
of different disciplines. As the project flows through its 
phases, those having the greatest technical expertise assume 
the leadership role; similarly with graduate student advisory 
committees. As the project flews into a different phase, 
those having the greatest technical expertise for that phase 
should assume the prominent role in advising the student or 
student team. But faculty members are conceptualizers. It 
is their job to teach, to conceptualize and to analyze a 
problem from the point of view of their own discipline. Thus 
when a different faculty member assumes a prominent advisory 
role, an old problem is looked at from a different perspective.
5The result is a tendency to re-examine and to reconceptual­
ize the problem.*
Reconceptualization also occurs when a project is 
continued (in a different form) for academic reasons, 
rather than dropped when the engineering results can no 
longer be achieved. In an ideal design process, the 
intent is to get the job done within the available con­
straints of time and other resources. As the project 
passes certain points, such as the transition from 
definition to design, decisions are made to freeze the 
design, thus eliminating some of the feedback paths.
In the event that needs change or resources are reallo­
cated, the project would conceivably be dropped, or at 
least shut down for a while. In a university, the needs 
could just as easily change; the researchers could find 
that the specifications or schedule are unreasonable, or 
that the grant will run out sooner than expected. But 
this time, the engineering objectives are secondary; the 
education and qualification of the student are the impor­
tant things. As a result, the project is reconceptualized 
into a different form and work continues.
★
This difficulty can also occur when new members join a 
design or problem-solving team. In an engineering projects 
course (Eng 695), I served as advisor to a number of 
students both from UNH and from NHTI (New Hampshire 
Technical Institute). The NHTI students joined the 
project at a point in which the UNH students were halfway 
through a period of conceptualization and invention. The 
results were frustrating. The new group wanted to look 
again at issues that the old group considered settled.
6Impedance Against Project Completion
Probably the greatest pressure against carrying the 
project through its latter phases is due to a conflict 
between educational objectives. In most academic programs, 
conceptual skills are considered to be of highest importance. 
Professional competence, demonstrated by published papers 
or new courses, is judged on these skills. But in the 
latter design and development phases of a project, the 
design and analysis are completed; it is the management 
and organizational skills that become important to get the 
job done. In a graduate engineering program, these skills 
are generally not valued highly. One of the problems is 
that a great deal of time must be spent on tasks, such as 
communication, that are not highly visible and do not have 
an easily recognized measure of success. Hence the project 
is often limited to the earlier phases where educational 
objectives are more readily accepted.
A second factor impeding the flow of a project into 
the design and development phases, is that the management style 
appropriate to these latter phases is foreign to a univer­
sity environment. In the Engineering 695 project, I found 
two styles of management to be necessary through different 
phases of the project. During the first term, we invented, 
tried to be creative. The work involved feasibility of 
concepts. We talked about planning. The group was loosely 
organized with assignments shifting from week to week.
During the second term, the problem was defined, deadlines
7were set, everyone had an assignment and knew what they were 
to do. The proper organizational structure and management 
style changed to a more rigid one involving a hierarchy,
"reward and punishment" provisions, and so on. The style 
of management important in the early phases of a project 
is loose, horizontal, "organic.*" In the latter design 
and development phases, it is structured, vertical, "mech­
anistic.*" Vertical structure and rigid management style 
do not work for an interdisciplinary university research 
and development project (90). Hence pressure exists against 
those latter phases for which such a rigid style is often 
necessary.
A third impedance factor, related to the second, is that 
the management structure in which the graduate student must 
work to carry his project through the latter phases, is 
extremely difficult. The structure is a matrix. In an 
early (1971) proposal for my own program, I perceived my 
role and the characteristics of this structure as described 
below:
"The coordination of effort among students and 
faculty advisors will take place within a loose 
organizational structure that has much similarity 
with the matrix structure frequently used in small 
research organizations (86, 87, 91). This is one
★
Term more fully explained by Burns and Stalker, Ref. 98.
8of the more attractive characteristics of the project, 
while being potentially the most difficult to deal 
with.
"In industry, a project team may be made up of 
one or more persons from (as an example) the follow­
ing staff groups: Thermodynamics Analysis, Materials,
Stress Analysis, Financial Control, Manufacturing, 
and Marketing. Each group has its own leader (de­
partment head), so each person on the project team 
(who may or may not be working full time on the 
project) answers to two "supervisors": the staff
leader and the project leader. His rating and 
"reward" (promotion, salary increase, etc.) may 
come from the staff leader, but it is the project 
leader who must encourage and guide the team to 
the accomplishment of goals. This organizational 
structure has many advantages (87). A member of 
the project is able to get a wide view of the whole 
operation, while at the same time, maintain a 
working relationship with colleagues in his own 
area. Thus his professional growth can continue.
The staff leaders can concentrate on the professional 
guidance and development of their own people, leaving 
the administration and coordination of a project to 
the project leader. In his own career, the team 
member has the opportunity to follow three paths: 
project management, technical manager (staff leader),
9and "senior professional" (a senior scientist in an 
engineering department, for example).
"This project has many similarities with the 
above situation. The candidate as project leader 
must successfully coordinate the efforts of the 
student team members to accomplish a certain task.
The team members, while directed by the project 
leader, must strive also to satisfy the requirements 
and interests of their advisors ("staff leaders") 
who might have final responsibility for rating and 
"reward" (grades and thesis approval). Another 
similarity between this project and an industrial 
matrix is that in both, a difference exists between 
the position level of the staff leader (often a 
senior scientist level in an industrial research 
organization), and that of the project engineer.
This difference has some effect upon communication 
and behavior of all of the parties involved."
The role of the project manager in this structure is 
difficult enough in industry. For a student in a university, 
it is a prohibitive task, because the kinds of things the 
student must do to move the project forward through the 
design steps are foreign to traditional academic programs. 
These include:
1) recruiting of other students to help with the 
design effort;
2) playing a major role in proposal-writing;
10
3) assuming a strong leadership position on 
the design team;
4) spending tremendous amounts of time on 
nonacademic and seemingly minor things 
having no easily recognized outcome. For 
example, a student can spend two afternoons 
just setting up and coordinating a meeting;
5) pushing for a project completion within a 
pre-set time frame.
Since these are foreign to most academic programs, a further 
pressure against design/development phases of a project is 
established.
In connection with the above impedements to the flow 
of a project into its design and development phases, I would 
like to expand upon discussion of two of the resources which 
the student project leader is called upon to manage. The 
first is time.
Time is a very important factor influencing the 
design process. In ideal design projects, deadlines are 
more rigid (than in university projects) and as a result, 
some of the feedback paths (reconceptualization) are 
blocked. A graduate student's time is more open-ended. 
Decisions are not made on the basis of a schedule, but on 
whether or not the work is satisfactory and goes far 
enough. So it becomes difficult for a graduate student- 
coordinator to schedule the activities of others. Adding 
to the difficulty is the fact that other students (and
11
faculty) are on academic schedules (which include such 
"non-productive" periods as vacations and final exams) 
and always have other, very pressing activities to pursue.
One of my projects which I consider a success was the MODE 
case study. And some of the things that made it a success 
are the following:
1) since it went on over a short period of time 
(3 months) I could concentrate 100% of my 
effort during a good part of that time period;
2) good monitoring and feedback from two faculty 
advisors;
3) the project was closed-ended. I had to get 
a final draft completed by a certain date.
As a result, we moved decisively through the 
phases of the project, never pulling back to 
rethink the style or content of the report.
The case study was completed on time and met 
the objectives originally perceived.
A second resource to be managed (solicited or planned), 
is monitoring and "coaching" by faculty advisors. The 
graduate student, acting as a systems engineer whose task 
is to bring about a design and development project, requires
★
This was an engineering case study on the moored systems 
developed for MODE (Mid-Ocean Dynamics Experiment). MODE 
was a large-scale oceanographic experiment to measure ocean 
circulation and to study the dynamics of eddys. The case 
study was used at a conference on the assessment of buoy 
technology, sponsored by the National Academy of Engineering.
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constant monitoring, meetings and other communications not 
only with his advisor, but with those other students and 
faculty who are members of the design team. This requires 
a tremendous amount of faculty time. The coordinating of 
this time is very difficult.
Faculty monitoring and guidance carry another 
potential difficulty. The process of monitoring and admin­
istering the criteria upon which the project is judged 
could conceivably constitute a conflict of roles for the 
guidance committee. During the early phases they might be 
called upon to work with the student(s) in an interdisci­
plinary, unstructured process of invention and project 
conceptualization. As members of the team and as experts 
in their own discipline, they may contribute a number of 
ideas upon which the final design is based. Later, this 
same group might be assembled as a Doctoral committee to 
pass judgment on the student's work, some part of which 
might be their own.
Application and Suggestions
This section will relate the hypothesis, stated 
earlier, to the Engineering Systems Design PhD Activity 
at the University of New Hampshire, and will suggest some 
ways to deal with perceived or anticipated difficulties.
Engineering Systems Design Activity
The program is based upon the need to solve modern 
problems from a total systems point of view; that is, complex
13
problems having interrelated components and involving people 
and skills from many different disciplines. Rather than 
divide the problem into many different pieces so that every­
one can work by themselves, it is really necessary that the 
project proceeds under the constant attention of a project 
integrator. This is a person who, with the perspective of 
a sound technical background, can help create productive 
interaction between investigators. In the past, people 
performing this facilitative role have not been trained in 
a methodical way, but usually have simply emerged as a 
project leader. The Engineering Systems Design program at 
UNH is aimed at developing engineers with management 
ability, and engineers with systems analysis and design 
capability.
The program takes two approaches. One is the study 
and theory of methods used to describe large systems of 
considerable complexity by mathematical equations. The 
other is a management approach which seeks to involve the 
student in project work culminating in his own project of 
some magnitude including a managerial role. These approaches 
are not meant to be sharply defined, and a student's program 
may contain elements of both. But the subject of this chapter 
is aimed primarily at the latter, the project management 
approach.
The student entering the program meets with his 
advisor and later his guidance committee, to work out a 
sequence of courses. After a year (assuming the student
14
enters with an MS degree) he is given a "Systems Design 
Project." This is a comprehensive technical problem re­
quiring the student to integrate and draw upon a broad 
range of his background in mathematics, the physical 
sciences, the engineering sciences, and engineering design 
and synthesis. The duration might be from one to three 
months. The intent of the project is to provide the area 
faculty with a vehicle to better understand the student's 
technical competence and his integrative abilities as a 
problem solver. They can then begin to identify his 
strengths and weaknesses and determine his inherent capa­
bility to work with comprehensive technical systems or 
management problems.
Following this project, the student and his committee 
try to select a combination of courses and projects or 
activities that will fit together with his overall program 
goals and which will broaden and increase his areas of 
competence. These "Individual Development Projects" could 
include qualifying exams, case studies, development of a 
course or seminar series, an internship in a technical 
systems-management activity, publishing a paper, or other 
k nds of projects that seem to make sense. Work in a 
"Skill Area" is also required. The student with his 
committee or with a "consultant," create ways of developing 
his weak areas and acquiring new skills in areas such as 
computers, a foreign language, law, ecology, or communica­
tion .
15
And finally, the thesis will be a report of the 
contribution by the student in his doctoral research. For 
the student in the design/management branch of the program, 
it will include a portion dealing with the management 
aspects, and a technical contribution of sufficient quality 
as to represent a contribution to the state of knowledge.
To get started on a design project leading to his 
doctoral research, the student along with his advisor may 
solicit outside funding, or they may apply for inclusion 
in a presently-funded University program. If the project 
is to involve other students or faculty, the candidate will 
select the team and have major responsibility for the 
success or failure of the project. During his managerial 
experience, the student is encouraged to be analytical 
about his performance as a project manager. He will consult 
often with his advisor and with other appropriate faculty, 
acting as management consultants, about his effectiveness 
and methods of improving his skills as a manager. It is 
hoped in this way to provide an experience with a minimum 
risk and maximum potential for learning.
This program is somewhat unique because it calls for 
a graduate student integrator/manager to take a maximum 
responsibility for guiding the project.
Recent issues of the Journal of Engineering Education 
contain descriptions of other programs in engineering design 
(88, 89, 94, 95). These aim at developing the student's 
abilities to define the problem, determine constraints and
16
alternatives, be creative. They are primarily classroom- 
oriented, most work on feasibility studies or paper designs, 
some use case studies. None are intended to carry the 
project through the five phases discussed previously.
Perceived Difficulties 
The program described above intends that the student 
experiences the entire process of engineering design and 
has a major role in the integration and management of his 
project. All of the factors contributing to the reconceptu­
alization and impedance of the design process will react 
adversely with these characteristics. The following suggests 
some remedies.
Some Suggestions
1. Clarification of Criteria
This is easier to say than to do. Any interdiscipli­
nary effort requires a group of individuals who are clear 
about what things are important, how things are to be 
evaluated. A basic question is, how much value should 
be given to the student acting as a conceptualizer and 
how much to the student acting as a doer? Are the 
educational ("learning") results more important than 
the engineering results? How much more? How worthwhile 
is the time spent by a graduate student on project 
coordination things? How much monitoring and direction 
should the graduate student receive? I believe that if 
the criteria are clarified and the philosophy of the
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program legitimized, the organization of an inter­
disciplinary group and the flow of the project through 
its normal design phases will be improved.
2. Reduction of Scale
It is very difficult for a graduate student to 
operate as a project coordinator/manager in a univer­
sity design project involving colleagues and faculty 
members. Schoenau (97) presented an idea that I 
would like to amplify.
The idea is to completely separate the project
management experience from the student's individual
★
engineering/research effort. The student would 
spend the first few years doing his research, taking 
courses, conceptualizing his design problem. Then, 
during a one year (or two term) period at the end of 
his project, he would become a project manager/coordi­
nator to guide his project through the final phases. 
The things he would strive for in this final period - 
a prototype design and test, or whatever - would 
conceivably be much less than he would strive for as 
a manager in industry. The scope of his project would 
depend upon the money, students, and time available.
One of the attractive characteristics of the Systems 
Design Program is its ability to support innovation - to 
allow a program that makes sense for a particular student 
and that takes advantage of a particular opportunity. 
Therefore I don't wish to suggest this as a routine, but 
rather as an example.
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The goals of the project, which might very well be 
a two term Engr. 695 project, would have to be well- 
thought-out and realistic.
During my year as advisor to a group of students 
in the 695 course, we attempted to design and build 
an underwater penetrometer. I found myself unable 
to provide adequate help with the theoretical problems 
in soil mechanics as the project occurred early in 
my program of study; I also had a great deal of 
trouble with my confusion of roles - advisor, project 
director, or team member. I was unable to concentrate 
full effort on my role as a manager and on the study 
of management issues. The graduate student coordina­
tor in the plan suggested here would have his engineer­
ing analysis work completed and could concentrate full 
time on the engineering design - project coordination 
issues. Just prior to, and during this "project 
management year", the student would take management 
courses; during the course of the project, there would 
be heavy participation and monitoring by his guidance 
committee. As the project flows from conception/ 
analytical work to the design and development effort, 
the advisory roles of different members of his 
committee would also change. Emphasis during early 
phases, on design and analytical skills, would shift 
over to emphasis on management skills during this 
"project management year."
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For this relatively short closed-ended period of 
time, the engineering design and development phases 
of the project would be legitimized. The student's 
role as project coordinator would also be legitimized. 
It would be quite permissible to spend vast amounts 
of time on trivial but essential tasks. He is not 
under pressure to contribute original analytical 
work to a project he is simultaneously trying to 
manage through the design and development phases.
The project may still require faculty input from 
several different disciplines. But with a definite 
time limit imposed on a project that fits more neatly 
into an academic schedule, it might make it easier 
for faculty to participate.
3. Planning
Finally, I think that one of the unfortunate 
necessities of this kind of program is the amount 
of planning, organization and, therefore, time needed 
from faculty. Romualdi and Hoel (96) describing 
their interdisciplinary institute, said that one of 
the "pitfalls" was the tendency toward "dipole units" 
meaning one faculty advisor - one graduate student 
research teams. If the interdisciplinary aspects of 
the graduate program are to involve a team of students 
and faculty, someone has to be given the free time to 
institute the plan. This plan, if it is to be done 
from a true "systems" point of view, must consider
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all components - the programs of the students involved, 
the interests and availability of the faculty, money, 
schedules, and the university environment.
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PART II




A few years ago, the University of New Hampshire and 
the Raytheon Company began a Sea Grant sponsored venture 
entitled “The Science and Technology of Utilizing the 
Bottom Resources of the Continental Shelf"*. One of the 
specific technical goals of the project was to "demonstrate 
the feasibility of developing the supporting science and 
technologies for identifying and measuring the civil 
engineering properties of the coastal ocean bottom by a 
combination of acoustical and physical testing methods" (56). 
The design and development of the soil probe reported here, 
is a result of that goal. This introduction traces the 
steps leading to a definition of the problem.
The task proceeded with the primary objective of 
developing a physical means of measuring in-place values 
of engineering parameters on the ocean floor. These 
parameters, which describe the ability of soils to support 
loads and embankments, include shear strength (related to 
cohesion and internal friction angle), compressibility,
A Research and Development Project initiated in February 
1970; it concludes in February 1975. The Project is 
described in detail in Ref. 56.
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density, compression index, and coefficient of consolida­
tion. Two needs for these parameters were perceived. One 
was a need to measure the ability of the ocean sediment to 
support structures such as pipelines, oil storage tanks, 
and instrumentation packages. The other was a need to 
provide a correlation of physically-measured parameters 
with acoustic parameters used in an acoustic model being 
developed as the major part of the UNH/Raytheon/Sea Grant 
project.
In 1970, a proposal was written by J.P. Nielsen to 
develop a dynamic cone penetrometer capable of measuring 
soil properties on the ocean floor (1). Since this physical 
measurement was one of the objectives of the UNH/Raytheon 
Sea Grant project, activity was started under its sponsor­
ship. Typically, the dynamic cone penetrometer consists 
of a small (two inch diameter) steel cone driven into the 
soil by repeated "blows" from a standard weight dropped a 
specified distance. The resistance of the soil, in "blows 
per foot of penetration" has been correlated with soil 
strength parameters (23, 57). A similar type of apparatus 
called a "static cone penetrometer" has been used world­
wide (57). It consists sometimes of a simple cone placed 
on the end of a steel pipe. An operator at ground level 
records the force necessary to slowly push the cone into 
the soil. The resisting force is a summation of the 
pressure acting against the cone and the friction of the 
soil acting on the sides of the steel pipe. The pressure
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or resistance of the soil to the penetrating cone is a 
measure of the strength of the soil. Recently many varia­
tions of this have been developed and tested; the "Dutch 
cone" penetrometer, for example, measures the point 
resistance (axial force acting on the point of the pene­
trometer) and a side friction resistance (frictional forces 
acting along the sides of the penetrometer) separately.
The static cone device is more accurate than the dynamic 
cone, but is much less portable. In hard ground, or on 
a firm ocean floor, a very heavy apparatus with soil 
anchors is needed to apply enough pressure to penetrate 
the cone into the soil. Such a device would net be 
feasible for the small size research vessel commonly 
available at coastal oceanographic research centers. How­
ever, a dynamic cone penetrometer could be a light-weight 
device consisting of a frame, cone, drill rod, and weight- 
drop mechanism. For this reason, the decision was made 
to study the dynamic cone penetrometer in an effort to 
improve its prediction of in-place soil properties.
A study of soil behavior led to one further step 
narrowing the project definition. Soils can be divided 
roughly between "cohesive" (clays) having cohesion but no 
internal friction, and "cohesionless" (sands) having in­
ternal friction but no cohesion. Many soils (such as 
sandy or silty clays) lie in between these extremes and 
have both cohesion and internal friction. Experience has 
shown (57, 58, 59) that some idea of the in-place properties
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of clayey sediments can be gained by taking a core and 
studying the sample in the laboratory. However, it is 
virtually impossible to sample a sand in an undisturbed 
state. (74) The properties measured with the laboratory 
sand sample cannot be assumed to be in the in-place values. 
For these reasons, and because analytical approaches to 
clay penetration and to sand penetration are clearly two 
different analytical problems, the decision was made to 
study the penetrometer's ability to predict the in-place 
properties of cohesionless soils.
As a cone penetrates into sand, the resistance
encountered is a characteristic of the ultimate plastic 
★
limit of the soil. The soil properties which promote 
resistance to penetration and failure by the cone are the 
same as those used in the calculation of the ultimate 
bearing capacity of soil. The term "bearing capacity" is 
also used to limit excessive settlement due to soil com­
pressibility. This study is concerned with sands and with 
those properties used to measure its ultimate strength 
under a foundation (bearing capacity) namely density , 
and angle of internal friction, $  .
Plastic limit here refers to the plastic deformation of 
the soil and not to the commonly used Atterberg Limits. 
While plasticity usually connotes flow, the concept here 
relates to the yielding of the sand under a force large 
enough to displace the sand and advance the cone, that is 
rupture occurs.
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The best method of determining in place friction 
angles is with the penetrometer. In this country, the 
Standard Penetration Test (SPT)* is commonly correlated 
to the friction angle and relative density of cohesionless 
soil. This correlation has developed over many years.
A commonly used table, Meyerhof (60), appears below:
where
N Di- (P **
< 4 < .2 < 30°
4-10 . 2-.4 30°-35°
10-30 .4-. 6 35°-40°
30-50 .6-. 8 40°-45°
> 50 >.8 ?45°
N = Blow counts per foot of penetration 
(Q = Peak angle of internal friction
D r  = Relative density, defined as
2r -  26m m
"^max - 2fim m
The SPT consists of a two-inch (5.1 cm) diameter, sharp 
split spoon sampler, two feet (Co. cm) long, driven into the 
soil with a 140-pound (63.5 kgf) weight dropped 30 inches 
(76 cm). A£ well as measuring soil resistance in "blows 
per foot" (N), the device also takes a sample. See ASTM 
Standard D1586-64T.
★  -k
This is the "peak" friction angle, as opposed to the 
"ultimate" friction angle. The peak value will be con­
sidered throughout this report.
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From this table, Meyerhof suggests the following empirical 
equation (23).
The table presents ranges of friction values rather than 
specific values. As interpreted by Bowles (23) for example, 
a blowcount N of 10 would predict a friction angle in the
(uniform grain size). Thus, the correlation does not 
provide a very accurate value for the friction value. The 
significance of this uncertainty is realized when one looks 
at the equations for the ultimate bearing capacity.
Terzaghi's equation for the ultimate bearing 
capacity of a soil is commonly used (57, 23). It is a 
superposition of effects due to cohesion, depth of burial, 
and width of footing:
$  = <P0+ 15
where = 25° for a sand having more than 5% "fines"
(P0 = 30° for a sand having less than 5% "fines"
range of 30° - 35°, provided the sand is well-graded
where c = unit cohesion
depth of burial of the footing 
= unit weight of soil ( 2f, , above , 2£below Qj ) 
B = width of the footing
bearing capacity factors which are functions
of the internal friction angle,
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The bearing capacity factors assume large values at high 
values of (ty . As an example, consider a footing resting
-k
on the surface of a cohesionless soil (c = 0, = 0) so
that . _
- a  ®
If: B = 1 ft.
= 38 lb/ft^ (submerged weight density of sand) 
the following would result:
(V Nr (lb/in2)
35° 42.4 5.6
O 0 100.4 13.3
45° 297.5 39. 3
oCO 780.1 103. 2
50° 1,153.2 152.0
8ui< = ultimate bearing capacity
A 2° error in the determination of a friction angle of 45° 
can double the ultimate bearing capacity calculated with
k it y
this equation. Uncertainty in the density, o can produce 
an additional error. However, the variation in 'ft' is
This dissertation is concerned primarily with cohesionless 
soils where C=0.
-k -k
Reference 23 also gives a more recent and accurate 
technique, developed by Balia, for the calculation of 
The (^  - dependence is, however, similar.
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generally small, and the bearing capacity equation is not 
strongly affected by this parameter. Therefore, the 
variation in bearing capacity resulting from an uncertainty 
in the density is small. This discussion has shown that 
the correlation between friction angle and the measured 
parameter (blow count N) is a crude one; the resulting 
uncertainties in (P can produce a significant error in 
the calculation of bearing capacity. Thus, bearing capa­
cities are commonly calculated with high factors of safety.
This introduction has described the reasoning that 
led to the definition of the problem: to develop a better
means of measuring in-place bearing capacity parameters 
for cohesionless soil on the ocean floor. The next chapter 
reviews the analytical techniques that have been used in 
the past to describe penetration and deformation of soil.
The initial intent of the literature review was to identify 
an analytical means of modelling the cone penetrometer with 
the hopes of gaining a better understanding of the cone-soil 
interaction. However, the result of the literature review 
was the invention of the "tuning fork" probe developed in 
this project. Chapter II summarizes some of the important 
literature and describes the conceptualization of the tuning 
fork probe.
Chapter III describes the analytical model represent­
ing the probe-soil interaction at failure. An assumed 
boundary stress form is used to solve the static equilibrium 
equations for stresses in a soil underlying a blunt nose 
probe or footing. The results give a ratio of forces on the
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rough probe surface, that can be measured and correlated 
with the internal friction angle of the soil.
Chapter IV contains the description of the design 
and construction of the probe and some of the test equipment.
Chapter V describes the testing of the soil used in 
the laboratory and the static testing of the probe as it 
penetrated the laboratory samples.
Finally Chapter VI discusses and evaluates the 




A SURVEY OF MODELING APPROACHES 
AND FORMULATION OF A PLAN
The previous chapter discussed some of the soil 
strength data that is presently in use. Because of uncer­
tainty in the measurement of these soil strength parameters, 
large variations in the calculation of bearing capacity can 
result. It is appropriate to look at the present techniques 
for measuring these parameters and how more information 
might be extracted from these techniques.
The soil failure parameters are more important to 
this phase of the study than are elastic parameters of the 
soil. This is because the ultimate bearing capacity is 
characterized as the failure load of the soil. That is, 
the system is assumed to be in exact vertical equilibrium. 
This restriction to failure parameters does not permit the 
use of such ''non-failure" methods of measurement of soil 
strength parameters as electrical resistivity, nuclear 
attenuation, vibratory and acoustic techniques because of 
the low stress levels associated with these techniques.
It does, however, point toward the penetrometer as a 
promising tool to study, because the penetrometer is pri­
marily sensitive to failure mechanics.
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The development of a cone penetrometer device for 
marine soils was first proposed at UNH in early 1970 (1).
The project reported here began by studying the interaction 
of the cone penetrometer and the surrounding soil. It was 
hoped that this study would lead to some redesign concept 
for the cone penetrometer, an indication of how to refine 
the modelling or data reduction analyses, or an idea for 
some new measurement techniques which would provide in­
creased accuracy in the measurement of in-place soil 
strength parameters. This chapter outlines the survey of 
recently developed analytical techniques, and then describes 
the conceptualization of the engineering design plan.
Survey of Modelling Approaches 
There has been much interest in the problem of 
projectile-soil interaction for the purpose of measuring 
soil properties in remote terrestrial areas (35) and on 
the ocean floor (38). As a result, much has been done 
both theoretically and experimentally to describe this 
soil-projectile interaction. The following is a summary 
of the more important methods used to describe soil- 
penetrater interaction, some example analytical forms, 
along with important references. Naturally, the summary 
does not represent everything written on this subject, 
but it is representative of the state-of-the-art. The 
literature can be catagorized into discussions on two 
different phenomena. One is failure and plastic deforma­
tion of soils; the other is elastic deformation of soils.
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As stated earlier, the immediate interest is in the former; 
a secondary interest in elastic deformation can be pursued 
as a follow-up to the present project.
Failure and Plastic Deformation
Three general approaches to the description of the 
failure and plastic deformation phenomenon can be identi­
fied:
- Empirical, in which equations are developed 
to fit experimental observations.
- Theoretical, in which equations of mechanics 
are used in a subjective manner to model the 
physical problem.
- Numerical, in which some approximations are 
used to numerically solve the theoretical 
equations.
The above headings are really not very clear divisions; 
each approach in fact is often a combination of all three. 
Even the most theoretical treatment would probably rely 
upon an experiment to arrive at assumptions, or upon 
numerical techniques to solve particularly cumbersome 
equations. A state-of-the-art survey of some of the work 
done in these three areas is given in recent papers by 
McNeill (2), Thompson and Mitchell (3), and Schmid (4). 
Examples of each of these three approaches - empirical, 
theoretical, numerical, are given below.
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Empirical Approaches
1. This method attempts to fit the resisting force, 
represented by a power series, to experimental observation 
(3,4,5). Schmid (4) writes
where 17 = instantaneous velocity of the projectile and 
are constants related to soil properties and pro­
jectile geometry. This equation can be solved to obtain 
the maximum penetration distance. Coyle and Gibson (22) 
describe efforts to evaluate some of these constants and 
to relate them to soil parameters.
2. Other empirical formulae;
Wang (6) used an energy balance approach to derive 
an implicit equation for maximum penetration. This is done 
in terms of unknown constants representing the soil (See 
also ref. 3)
Young (35) suggests that the maximum penetration 
depth be written as the product of a series of functions, 
each of a single variable. That is,
* » * ,  = .....
His final equation is:
_ V  < Z O O  \ p s
where 3  = a soil constant, averaged over the penetration 
depth.
1r = impact velocity
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projectile weight 
n = nose performance coefficient 
A  = cross sectional area of the projectile
Other equations using similar approaches appear in references 
3 and 4.
3. Dimensional analysis is another means of comparing the 
characteristics of different size penetraters entering 
different soils (7, 8, 9, 10). Knight, McRae, and Melzer (10) 
developed the following relationship for clay, using the 
Buckingham Pi Theorem:
4. Finally, the technique of curve-fitting has been used to 
model the penetration process (11, 12). After choosing a 
number of variables that appear to be important, performing 
a "multiple linear regression analysis" on experimental data, 
and then eliminating some of the less significant terms, 
Dunlap (12) found the following equation for penetration 
into sand:
= gravitational acceleration 
w  = projectile weight 
r = soil parameter
fl = total penetration depth
projectile diameter
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N -1.9.2467 ■+ .2 639 V ■+ I.39QS £
-v IG. 903oLte»n2(5- + $)] ~ 1.3308
where |\/ = Blows per foot of penetration using a hand-held 
cone penetrometer developed at Sandia Corp. (13)
Y  = unit weight of soil
zi = depth of penetration
CP = peak angle of internal friction
Theoretical Approaches
1. The flow of soil under an applied stress can be described 
by the theory of plasticity (14, 15, 16, 17). A first step 
is to define a yield function, ^ , made up of some combina­
tion of stresses at which yield will occur. Then, according 
to the concept of plastic potential,
r ? \
^
c9where tj-- the plastic strain rate components 
A  = some proportionality factor 
*0^ = stress components
In general for large plastic strains, the elastic deforma­
tions are disregarded. For isotropic materials, the plastic 
strain rates are functions only of the stress deviator 
components. Chou (18) used the Von Mises yield condition 
to study the deformation of clay. For this yield condition,
¥ - J* - k*
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where: J = second invariant of stress deviati
= soil yield stress in simple shear
on
It can be shown that
3-?
S-. (stress deviator components)
so that C - A  which are the Levy-Mises equations for
rigid-perfectly plastic flow. These can be further expanded 
(17) to:
^  <r — ^  ^ 4 5
r _  \t y 'fr' n  a a '  vr
where J = an invariant of the strain rate tensor
Chou (18) used a unique experiment to trace the soil movement 
under a penetrating object. From soil velocities and the 
assumed Levy-Mises flow equations, he used numerical integra­
tion to derive the force on the moving footing. For a plane 
strain experiment, he found good comparison; for an axisym- 
metric case, comparison was poor.
For a cohesionless soil having internal friction 
properties, the problem is more difficult. Drucker and 
Prager (19) investigated the failure and flow of frictional 
soils using the following yield condition:
J o
- «=< I, + 3 ^  - u
where c\ is a constant and I, is the first stress invariant, 
equal to ^  +^*2. “^ ^ 3  (or + ^ 2  )• Thus they assume that
yield is dependent upon the hydrostatic stress and is a 
general form of the Mohr-Coulomb yield curve:
xy
tc
Drucker and Prager show that plastic strain under the above 
condition is accompanied by a variation in density, a fact 
that can be observed when dense cohesionless soil expands 
upon failure.
2. If a visco-plastic model is used, a time-dependence is 
introduced by a viscosity term. For example, Thompson (20) 
models the soil as a Bingham plastic for which shear stress 
on the failure surface is represented by the equation
05 = c 4 K  ( ~  + ) 4- 4 an cP
where K  = a viscosity term
'dOr ^ *9 Vk - rate of shear deformation for the 
Q E  “9  axisymmetric problem
C  - unit cohesion
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= normal stress on the failure 
surface
(P = internal friction angle
Thompson combines this yield condition with equations of 
motion and continuity. He also uses several assumptions, 
based on experimental observations, for soil flow direction, 
parameter description and boundary conditions. His paper 
concludes with four simultaneous nonlinear partial differen­
tial equations in four unknowns. In a later paper Thompson 
and Bryant (21) conclude that "present day mechanics are 
inadequate for a solution of a nonconservative problem" 
and specify a need for an additional principle such as 
minimization of energy or work.
Another method of representing the viscous character­
istics of soil is with a spnng-mass-dashpot model. Schmid 
(4) describes the shallow penetration of a sphere into soil.
He finds that when compared with experimental results, the 
four element (Maxwell-Kelvin) model reduces to a Maxwell 
model (spring and dashpot in series) for which the two 
constants correspond to the modulus of elasticity and the 
shear strength.
3. Finally, the static or dynamic soil failure under a 
footing or penetrating object can be described by assuming 
or calculating surfaces of slip, and then balancing forces 
along those failure surfaces. Prandtl first used this method 
in 1920 to investigate plastic flow in metals (17). Others 
applied it to soil media, such as the well-known and frequently
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used Terzaghi bearing capacity equations (23). This 
technique has been applied to penetrating objects (3,4) as 
well as to the point resistance of piles. Some of the 
uncertainties in the problem are the slip surface geometry 
at various depths, the soil density change upon failure 
and the influence of the speed of failure.
To study this problem in a more theoretical manner, 
many investigators have used the method of characteristics 
to describe the slip-lines which form beneath a penetrating 
object (24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,34). By combining the 
equilibrium equations with the Mohr-Coulomb failure curve 
(yield condition), a set of two hyperbolic partial differ­
ential equations result. With a proper selection of 
characteristic lines (which turn out to coincide with the 
soil slip lines) the equations reduce to ordinary differen­
tial equations. With known boundary conditions these can be 
easily solved by finite differencing. Most of the applica­
tions have been in the static bearing capacity calculations. 
However, Cox Eason and Hopkins (24) have extended the method 
to the solution of a velocity field. They use the Von Mises 
flow rule and show that for an isotropic perfectly plastic 
soil, the velocity field can be calculated in the same 
manner as the stress field.
Numerical Approaches
Many of the theoretical and empirical approaches 
described above are ultimately solved numerically. For 
example the Cox, Eason, Hopkins solution (24) uses the
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method of characteristics which leads to a set of finite 
difference equations for stresses and velocities along 
the sliplines. Carlmark (38) solves the Young equation 
(35) at successive time increments in a computer routine 
which subtracts the work done from the remaining kinetic 
energy of the object.
Many approach the problem by dividing the medium 
and perhaps also the projectile into a matrix of nodes 
or elements, and use a numerical difference or finite 
element technique to describe the interaction, subject 
to various boundary conditions and constitutive equations. 
Cetiner and Reeves (36) use a numerical procedure described 
by Harlow and Welch (37) to solve partial differential 
equations similar to those derived by Thompson (20). The 
method is called "the marker and cell method"; it solves 
the full Navier-Stokes equations in a medium having a 
free boundary. Thigpen (61) uses a similar approach for 
a projectile penetrating rock.
Girijavallabhan and Reese (39) use the finite 
element method (40) to calculate stresses and small 
deformations, subject to boundary conditions and assumed 
constitutive relationships. Lysmer (41) uses a similar 
technique to establish an admissible equilibrium stress 
state in a soil mass, the purpose being to find the 
"lower bound" solution. Upper and lower bound solutions
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are used in limit analysis of soil stability problems (19).
Dividing the soil mass into a series of mass nodes 
and stress nodes, Whitman (42) and Christian (43) set up 
the static boundary value problem of the plain strain of 
a soil under a footing. The elastic-plastic strain is 
solved for a range of assumptions of plastic yield and 
incremental strain theories. Although errors were sig­
nificant, the results gave insight into the mechanics of 
plastic yield in soils. Hoeg and Rao (44) used a similar 
approach to study dynamic effects.
Finally, Hanagud, Ross and Sidhu (45, 46) developed 
a computer program called CANDIA CODE to study the stress, 
strain, and failure of a material subjected to an impact 
load. The boundary condition is a dynamic cavity expan­
sion which causes elastic and plastic stress areas to 
propagate through the medium. The medium is modelled as 
an ideal locking material (a material that becomes per­
fectly rigid after compressing to a given strain) with 
various assumptions of plastic yield functions.
★
The lower bound solution is the state of stress which 
satisfies the equations of equilibrium and the boundary 
conditions on stress, and which is everywhere less than 
the plastic limit of the medium. For this bound, collapse 
cannot occur.
The upperbound solution is the state of stress for which 
the rate of external forces doing work on the body equals 
or exceeds the rate of internal dissipation for any com­
patible plastic flow pattern. For this bound, collapse 
must occur. (From Ref. 19).
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Elastic Deformation 
The interaction of acoustic waves with the elastic 
and viscous damping properties of marine soils is a central 
concern within the UNH-Raytheon-Sea Grant project. As 
stated earlier, one of the reasons for undertaking this 
engineering design project was to develop a method of 
measuring in-place values of failure parameters with the 
hope of correlating these eventually with the viscoelastic 
properties and, hence, with the acoustic wave interaction. 
The "next-step" correlation between failure properties and 
other elastic and visco-elastic properties of marine soils 
is beyond the scope of the present project. Therefore, 
literature describing soil deformation only in the elastic 
regime is not surveyed here.
Formulation of a Plan 
The survey of the literature revealed many analytical 
models that might be used, after some modification or 
extension, to solve the static cone penetration problem. 
Other models are perhaps usable but the difference between 
the intended application and the intended use (namely the 
measurement of the friction angle of sand) is so great, 
that the chances of success seem small. Many of the 
analytical techniques have only been used for clay, a 
much easier soil to model because it is less compressible 
in failure and because its strength does not increase 
under a compressive load. Some of the empirical methods 
which have been described, use one or two gross soil
parameters in a form that is not physically meaningful or 
is only good over a small range of conditions. Therefore, 
after studying the models and soil failure properties, the 
feeling emerged that slipline theory may lead to a useful 
technique for measuring the friction angle of sand.
The geometrical volumes, often assumed under 
footings on soil, represent different failure modes and 
are defined by lines of potential slip which are functions 
only of the soil friction angle ^  (23, 47, 99). For a 
rough footing resting on the soil surface, these areas 
appear as shown below:
mm
Terzaghi assumed (99) regions II and III to be in a state 
of plastic equilibrium; the soil in these regions would be 
at the failure point. Region I, representing the soil in 
direct contact with the footing, is of primary interest to 
the probe-soil interaction problem. For the case of a 
footing with a rough base, Terzaghi (99) stated, "the 
tendency of the soil located within the zone I to spread 
is counteracted by the friction and adhesion between the
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soil and the base of the footing. On account of the exist­
ence of this resistance against lateral spreading the soil 
located immediately beneath the base of the footing remains 
permanently in a state of elastic equilibrium and the soil 
located within the central zone behaves as if it were a 
part of the sinking footing." For a perfectly smooth, 
uniformly-loaded footing on weightless soil, the wedge 
represented by zone I appears (theoretically) as follows:




For this case, the soil in zone I is in an "active Rankine 
state" (or active stress state) of plastic equilibrium (99) 
in which the major principal stress direction is vertical.
+ TT cPSliplines make angles of - (-^ - - ) with this major princi­
pal stress direction. The shape of the soil wedge under 
a real footing is unknown. Vesic (62) reports that a great 
many experimental efforts have been attempted to better 
understand the shape of zone I. This work will be reviewed 
in a later chapter.
When considering this soil wedge and its contact with 
the surface of the footing, the following questions come to 
mind.
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1) Does such a wedge actually exist in front of 
a penetrating, moving footing?
2) If the footing were not perfectly smooth but 
instead perfectly rough (i.e. no slip is 
possible), what would be the stress distri­
bution on the bottom of the footing?
3) Would the wedge geometry and hence stress 
distribution vary uniquely with friction 
angle ?
4) If such a unique variation exists, can a probe 
be designed that is capable of detecting, with 
a reasonable degree of sensitivity, the stress 
variation and, hence, the friction angle ?
An answer to the first question came from experiments 
performed at the Sandia Corp., reported by L. J. Thompson 
(20). Projectiles, dug up after penetration tests in the 
field, were often found with cones of soil sticking to the 
nose. Laboratory tests in narrow boxes having plexiglass 
sides also indicated such a cone (or wedge). Other sources 
reported similar experimental evidence, much of it applying 
to dense cohesionless soils (48, 49, 50, 51, 62, 63, 52, 32). 
So the conclusion is, that at least under some conditions 
wedges or cones do exist under a penetrating footing.
The answer to question 2) was not so clear. Most 
analyses using the method of characteristics assume a 
frictionless footing resting on the soil surface (34, 33, 24, 
25, 78, 79). These analyses do allow for some assumed
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non-uniform distribution of normal pressure. Some research­
ers have talked about the existence and distribution of a 
shearing stress along the rough surface of the footing (47, 
53, 54, 55, 64). One of these researchers, A. Balia (54), 
performed an elastic stress analysis of a triaxial test 
sample and was able to calculate the normal and shear stress 
distribution on the rough end platens supporting the cylin­
drical sample. To get an idea of the magnitude of the 
shearing force on the rough surface of a footing, Finn (55) 
used assumed constant shear stress boundary conditions with 
the bearing capacity calculations of Sokolovski. He was 
thus able to find an improved agreement between theoretical 
and experimental bearing capacity of footings. Thus the 
answer to the second question seems to be, that based on 
the above cited references,
a) a frictional stress acting outwardly on the 
rough base of the footing does exist;
b) for the case of a rough footing or probe 
penetrating a soil, the distribution of 
this frictional stress is not precisely 
known.
Based on the assumption of Terzaghi, that the soil wedge 
under a rough footing exists in a state of elastic equili­
brium, it appears that the elastic stress solution of Balia 
might provide a reasonable boundary stress form for the 




Question 3) refers to the uniqueness - can the stress levels 
on the rough face of the footing be expected to vary uniquely 
with the soil property ?
For the case of a smooth footing resting on the sur­
face of the soil, Cox, Eason, and Hopkins (24) found a 
different magnitude of normal stress distribution for each 
value of soil friction angle considered. As an extension 
of the evidence for smooth footings, it will be assumed, at 
this point, that there is a unique relationship between 
normal stress and soil friction angle for rough footings. 
However, the calculation for this case, of a unique rela­
tionship between stress distribution and internal friction 
angle, is another matter. Some analysis of the problem is 
certainly important both for the understanding of the 
physical phenomenon (the soil-footing interaction) and for 
a sizing of any equipment to be used for penetration tests.
It was felt that a comprehensive theoretical analysis would 
be beyond the scope of this project, but the use of some
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simplifying assumptions (such as Balia's stress distribu­
tion) would lead to some satisfactory engineering results. 
To understand the analysis and the limitations of the 
assumptions, several observations must be made.
a) The Balia analysis applies to a soil sample in 
elastic equilibrium; it does not reflect the soil property
which is a failure property. Therefore the Balia 
distribution, applied as a boundary condition to a soil 
failure problem, can only be expected to provide a rough 
estimate of the true answer for any particular value of 
internal friction angle, (§ .
b) As implied earlier, slipline theory or the method 
of characteristics will be used to define the wedge or cone 
(zone I in Terzaghi's diagram) forming under a footing.
The existance of sliplines (potential lines of slip) in a 
soil medium implies that the soil is everywhere at the 
failure point. This conflicts with the previous elastic 
wedge assumption and the use of Balia's elastic boundary 
condition. However it is felt that slipline theory, com­
bined with an elastic boundary condition (the only stress 
solution found for both normal and shearing stress) will 
be adequate to provide engineering results. In a later 
discussion (Chapter VI), other boundary stress distribution 
forms will be invented and discussed in relation to the 
present problem.
c) Balia's stress distribution shows a sharp discon­
tinuity at the outer edge of the footing. A soil element
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B ALLA  SHEAR STRESS 
D IS T R IB U T IO N
For a footing resting on the soil surface, the shearing 
stress on the vertical plane of a soil element, located at 
the precise corner of the footing, would be zero. Equili­
brium of the soil element dictates then that shearing 
stresses on all planes must be zero. This difficulty can 
be resolved by reasoning that the discontinuity in the 
shear stress boundary condition is an approximation for 
a distribution that falls rapidly to zero at the edge (see 
figure above).
Question 4) asked: given a unique variation between 
stresses on a rough footing and the soil property f can
a probe be designed that can adequately measure these 
stresses?
Stresses are frequently measured by measuring the 
strain of an elastic metallic element. In this case, it 
appeared that if a rough footing were split and allowed 
to strain outwardly very slightly, the shear stresses on 




D IAM ETER  » 2
Rough Face
If the rough footing, or probe, were made cylindrical, the 
design would resemble an inverted tuning fork, having normal 
and radial forces acting on its base:
End View
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The radial force could be measured by the outward strain 
of the legs (detected with appropriately placed strain 
gages), the vertical force N  could be measured by a load 
cgII . and N  are integrals of the shear and normal
stresses:
N *  \ < o „ d A
3 Area ~ Area
Thus only those components of /7 ^  perpendicular to the 
split in the probe face are measured.
Failure stress, indicated by increases as the
depth increases. Therefore, it is felt that the ratio 
would be an appropriate parameter with which to correlate 
the friction angle CP .
The survey of modelling approaches was undertaken 
to find some redesign concept for the cone penetrometer, 
an indication of how to refine the modelling or data re­
duction analyses, or an idea for some new measurement of 
in-place soil strength parameters. A concept for a new 
measurement technique was found. By measuring two distinct 
stresses on the soil-probe interface, and correlating these 
with the in-place soil property , an improvement is 
indicated over the cone penetrometer which measures a 
single lumped resistance. Whether or not the probe can 
take a measurement of adequate sensitivity, can only be 
learned by experiment. Many factors will influence the
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behavior of the probe. These include the difference in 
failure mechanisms for loose and dense sands, the difference 
between failure patterns under shallow and deep footings, 
static vs. dynamic penetration, saturated vs. dry sand.




This chapter consists of two parts. The first 
details a plane strain, static slipline analysis, using 
the method of characteristics and the assumed boundary 
stresses of Balia applied to a blunt nose probe. The 
objective is to demonstrate the feasibility of the probe 
and to generate some values of the stresses on the probe 
surface to be expected, to allow the probe design to 
proceed as soon as possible. The second part outlines 
an axisymmetric analysis, omitting discussion of those 
concepts that are given for the plain strain case. The 
plane strain problem was attacked first because it allowed 
analytical and computer difficulties to be worked out on 
a simpler problem.
The Plane Strain Case 
Assumptions
1) The first simplifying assumption is that this is a 
plane strain problem. It might be noted that the classical 
plane strain assumption is being evoked, i.e. no strain in 
Y direction hence is finite and 
It is also assumed that the soil wedge under the rough
X t and X y  are zero.
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footing or probe is in static equilibrium. Thus, the 





•p;x -  p ^ (1-1 )
Coordinate system  
for elements
+y
2) The soil is cohesionless; Q  = 0 (see Terzaghi Equation on
page 2.7)
3) The soil is weightless; - 0
The soil wedge, over which the stresses are to be 
found, is only about as deep as the probe width, around 2 
inches C5.1 cm.). Over that depth, stresses due to soil 
weight will be negligible compared to those due to boundary 
forces.
4) The entire soil mass in the wedge (under the probe) is 
at a failure condition. This leads to a solution along 
"characteristics" or potential slip lines in the soil. Also 
implied here is the frequently-used assumption that elastic 
deformations are negligible when compared to the plastic 
deformation (70).
5) The Mohr-Coulomb failure condition applies:
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Because all stress states in the soil are represented by 
Mohr circles which are assumed tangent to the yield curve 
(shown in the diagram), there results three equations (two 
equilibrium and the yield condition) and the three unknowns,
A Note About Slip Lines 
A Mohr stress circle tangent to the yield curve, 
represents the stress state at a point on a potential slip 
surface or slipline, in the soil. It can be shown that
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where:
<03 = Minimum principal stress 
(3, - Maximum principal stress
e= angle between major principal stress direction, 
and the positive x axis.
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From this diagram, the slopes of the slip lines can be 
represented by the equations:
4 - ^  : i a o  ( ©  — ^ 0
d X  ^  (Ref. 47)
Solution Procedure 
The assumed boundary conditions on the probe surface, 
are taken from the Balia analysis, mentioned earlier. An 
"active stress state" is assumed to exist in the soil, 
meaning that the maximum principal stress Ci, , acts in the 
approximate vertical direction. On the centerline of the 
wedge, the axis, the shear stress is zero. Thus, O', is 
exactly vertical. This is the second boundary condition.
Only two are needed, because the three variables reduce 
to two when the stresses are assumed to be at the yield 
point. The solution procedure is adapted from that developed 
by Sokolovski (34, 29) and generates the slipline pattern 
and stress values in the underlying soil (zone I, discussed 
earlier). Because discontinuities in boundary conditions 
(at the edges of the probe) propagate into the soil medium 
along a slipline, it can be assumed that the two slip lines 
radiating from the outer edges of the probe will define the 
lower surfaces of a soil wedge. The analysis will show that 
a variation of forces and |\j resulting from the Balia 
boundary stress distribution, produce a variation of wedge 
profiles. As a check of the slip line solution, the forces 
on the surfaces of the wedge are calculated to check for 
equilibrium.
bii
The determination of the unique relationship between 
the parameters R/N and (P is not possible with this analysis, 
as will be shown later in this chapter. The actual rela­
tionship between these parameters must be determined by 
experiment. The building and testing of a prototype probe 
is described in a later chapter.
Development of Equations 








These are related because of the assumption that the medium 
is at failure at all points. This relationship is derived 
below. (Recall, from the discussion of slip lines, that 0> 
is the angle that the major principal stress G, , makes with 





N O R M A L
S TR ES Scr or
+ I —-  Cos 2©  1
Q, Q ' t ^ 3 - g| c o s  2 ©
^ G -3 5 »n 2 ©
(1-2 a )
In the problem considered here (an active earth pressure 
case) , I and £ 0 w i l l  be greater than 90°. With these
relationships, the three unknowns can be reduced down to 
two: ?  © ,  where S =
3 3 Z 2-
The following also holds:
. S ' S ' n t P
This expression is derived from the general relationships 
of the Mohr-Coulomb condition.
As shown in reference 29, the general relationship intro­
duced originally by Kotter is ^iJ^E? + ccot$> Since c = O  







the three variables are reduced by the relationships:
^  ( I 4  s m c p  C O S  26>)
§ 2 = S( 1 ~ S\n(Pco% ze) r ____________________(l-2b)
% y -  S S ) n  (P Sio £e
The problem, then is to evaluate and
First insert equations (l-2b) into the equilibrium equations
X





where C  = cohesion, or "some" reference stress, 
Then let ? = X +©
71 = X - ©
■k
The transformations, due to Sokolovski, are described m  
references 29 and 34.
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This leads to "Sokolovski's Basic Equations" (29)
i r ^  a—  + tan (&-KU) = 9
f ? + _ian = b
where Aa = —Li. -
/  4 - 2
f,T? -- ? ( * , * )
2? ’ C Sxp[(f 4T?)fan CpJ 
©= f - T?
The terms 3 , b  on the right hand side are multiples of .
These will later be set to zero, because it has been
assumed that p = O  -
These equations are in terms of the two new dependent 
variables f, 7? . One of the original dependent variables,
&  , is left in for convenience of solution later. The 
equations are non-linear hyperbolic partial differential 





-v fan (© = a ________________ d-3)
+fan = b __________________d-4)
o' X  o' C.
It will be shown that at every point Xjtl, there are two 
directions in which integration of the partial differential
kr
This description of the Method of Characteristics is adapted 
from Reference 65.
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equations reduces to the integration of equations involving 
total differentials only; (this is a desirable form for 
numerical solution); in other words, the equations to be 
integrated are not complicated by the presence of partial 
derivatives in other directions.
First step: Assume such directions exist. Assume that at
point X'jZ, the curve C/ describes one of these directions. 
Curve C? must be a curve on which equations (1-3) and (1-4) 
hold. The intent is to find an equation for a . Note that 
two curves C/\ and through ( i ) are needed.
Second step: Write down equations for the total differen­
tials dTf and d  ^  along G* :
(1-5
d 2  = | £ d x  +   ‘i - 6 ’
(Combining equations (1-3) through (1-6) will result in a 
set of two equations for Cf , and ordinary differential equa­
tions for IX an<3 for T  • )
Third step: Combine equations (1-3) through (1-6). First
divide (1-5) and (1-6) by 6x : (definition of total derivative!
d i  , +  2 1  d z ________________________________________ (1_ 7)
d x  ? X  c U
d i u  2 2  4  | 2 .  6 ? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (1_ 8)
cjx ^ X d x
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Solve (1-7) for —  ; solve
o f  d f P  t" d  ^
P X  d X P E  d x
32? s dJI Pit d 2L





Insert these into equations (1-3) and (1-4)
a l  * ( 3 ! +  a ------------(1-11)
4  b --------------------------------------- ( 1 - 1 2 )
Thus , along C?, if one were to choose
4 ^  = 4 a n  ( © + > < )   ( 1 - 1 3 )
d X
then (1-11) reduces to:
i X  = a
d x
If one were to choose:
-----------------  (1-14)
then (1-12) reduces to:
d S . bd x
Therefore, (1-13) and (1-14) are the equations for the two 
curves that were needed.
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At X> 2; :
Thus, the problem becomes a simpler one for which finite 
differencing is useful. ^  and 0 ^ are "characteristics"
of the problem. It might be noted that the characteristic 
curves, and the slip lines described earlier are inclined at 
the same angle, therefore, they are the same. It can be 
shown that characteristics are lines of possible discontinuity; 
also that a discontinuity in the boundary condition propagates 
into the domain of the solution along a characteristic line.
Finite Difference Equations
First, ^  is set to zero, as originally assumed. This
eliminates 3  and V) from equations (1-3) and (1-4). Therefore
along the characteristic for which } = O
□ / ' O X
and 7£ = constant. This family of characteristics is called 
the " characteristics". Along the " ^ characteristics",
= - (a n  {&yu) a n d  q y  = °  ; f  = c o n s d a n l
These equations can now be transformed back to the form for 
which £  and ©  were the only dependent variables. The
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equations become:
ds = dxran (©-/*)
7l\ i ne s:
m  e s •
& S  = Z S i z n  $  d a  
d  ^  - d x 4 a n  ( © \aa) 
6 S  = ~ Z S ±  aocpde
The "f lines are associated with the subscript i , the 7^ 
lines with the subscript ^ :
1+
l in e s
£ l in e s
H
The finite differencing forms of the above equations can 
thus be written:
n \ m e s
f lints
p ii ~ ' 2 ( 8ij - ^  1^ ' °
= ( X i;j - X £^ _,) ( © j (jw + / k )
where:
e,-. . - -
2-'o
k
Again, following references 29, 34.
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A h  -
a
This gives four equations, with the four unknowns being the 
"new" values X;- t* - O-.
y <>3 > > ° * o
Using Cramer's rule, these can be evaluated as
( ^ < > 1+ *y-i l~ar) ^  V " ) )  (-o S  (
x  =  _____________ - X ^ S ' n C e , , ^ - ^ ) _______________________
iar> (efJ,+/0 cos ( -  s m  ( e ^  )
 ^  ^ "h^ )] S\n ( j
2  ^ ~[z,-..,^os(,e/.,iryM) - xP|. sin (§,.,,rX>] ^ an Ce.-j- >) 
1J Sin(e2-.u->,) - U n  (e^„ +^)CDS ->U
& r /S' - . ■+ ii
* Oo 1
~  S'i-iJ3 1 ^  ( ^ - ’,0 ^  ^ >j-i e <o-|)
2  -tan
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Because these equations represent an implicit solution 
(dependent variables appear on the right-hand side in the 
and 0 ) terms), a numerical computer procedure was 
written to iterate several times at each point ( i} 3 ).
Boundary Conditions 
The Balia Boundary condition (54) is an axisymmetri- 
cal condition, but it is assumed that the form is usable 
for this two dimensional situation. The stresses, given 
by Balia in normalized form, were multiplied by a constant 
to give a "realistic" distribution of normal stress, .
The magnitude of the normal stresses is not really impor­
tant, since all stresses in the problem are assumed to be 
at yield; all Mohr stress circles are tangent to the yield 
curve. In the computer program solving the finite difference 
equations, the variation in values of r /n is achieved by 
multiplying the shear stress distribution '~f~(x) by different 
constants.
The friction angle S(x) on the probe face must be less 
than the internal friction angle of the soil, 4?, where:
SCx) = ^arf' (^r(x)/G^(x))
In the soil adjacent to the boundary, 7~xz ~ S •
Using equations (l-2b), which express * 5 ^ ^ in terms o f ^ © ,
/Ssi/7(Ps*r> 2© * S i 1 -Sin cp cos S'
This can be put into the form
✓ ^  v S m  §
s m ( z e  + S)= = Sin A
This is a relationship between §  and ©  at the boundary. 
Putting it into a better form,
S i n  ( Z 0 4  s i n  A  = o
this becomes
Z s i n f  ( 2 e  -t- S - A . )  c o s i  ( Z &  4 § + a " )  = o
There are two solutions to this equation. One is for
CoS ^  (Z© 4 §* + A) - °
^  ^ ( z © 4 § 4 a ) =  D T T - ^
Rearranging, for n  = J,
Q TT A  4 S'
0  * 2  ~  — T ~
on the boundary. If S-C? (and /. A  = o), it can be shown that 
this solution corresponds to the active case. Recall that 
the problem being considered closely corresponds to the 
active case, for which the major principal stress , is
vertical (note equation immediately above when A. =:£ = £> 
which results in ©  - ~  ^
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An expression for at the boundary is developed as follows
■p= V
where p is the stress at the boundary
= p3\n S' - /Svs\o cp sm Z9
(from equations l-2b)
80 <2 _ bsm A
^ ~ 'sm 2. e
This can be put into the form
s  -= ---------------
CoS S' + \j CoS* S ~ CoS* (p
This specifies boundary conditions on the probe surface.
The dependent variables /S! and 0  are specified by the 
imposed stress distribution T(x) and e*(x). The independent 
variable 2. is known and the independent variable X
is chosen where numerical differencing is to proceed along 
slip lines intersecting at that point.
The other boundary in the problem is chosen to be 
the centerline of the soil wedge. On that boundary, two 
variables are known. The first is X (x=o)t the other is ©  . 
Because of symmetry, no shear stress will exist on the 
vertical plane representing the center line of the soil 
wedge. Therefore, it is a principal plane; because the 
active stress state is being considered, e at the center 
line will be 90°. Recall that ©  is the angle that the
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maximum principal stress makes with the + X  axis.
Numerical Procedure 
From the boundary conditions and slip line equations, 





The line ABC is a ^ line; the line 06 is an %  line. The 
^  lines are numbered with I subscripts; intersects point 
O  . The lines are numbered with ^ subscripts; 
intersects point A.
The computer program was written to allow a variable 
number of intervals along OA. Most cases used 10 (equal) 
intervals, leading to 11 lines. Because and / S W
are known along OA, the solution proceeds as follows:
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O
The values } 2 ^  G?4- - } (represented by the equations
derived earlier) are evaluated in terms of quantities at 
points 2-jQ-I and 2-1} 3 . This is repeated until the solution
in space AOB is found. The next step is to find the solu­
tion in space OBC. All quantities along OB are now known. 
And two quantities ( 0 dncJ X ) are known along O C .
The solution proceeds as follows:
t
O
Two new finite difference equations for and 2  must be
derived to evaluate that is to find -S^and 2 ^  in
terms of known quantities at 2,3 (X ©) and at 2^-1 . These
new difference equations can be shown to be:
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=  ( X 4j ®4,j-l +  2 4,0-'
V n  I - jran (P T ~ Qj.p-il *'j‘' I +i<xn(9l&ii
.esSo and ^,,4 are evaluated first; then all quantitii 
along the line can be solved as in AOB space.
N ext, £3 ,3 and £ , 3  are found from known values at 
(3, 13) and (3, 12). Then all quantities along the TZ^line 
can be evaluated. This procedure continues until all 
variables in space OBC have been calculated.
Force Balance 
Resultant force components are calculated along two 
surfaces of the soil wedge. On the lower surface, represented 
by slip line f , the JS and © \alues are known at each slip 
line intersection point. From the diagram shown below, the





From the earlier discussion of slip linos, the slip 
surface will vary from the 4 X  axis by an angle &  The




The angle that p  makes with the +x axis is:
This becomes:
( 0 + 4?2.
So the vertical component of stress -jp will be:
ft sin (e + | - J ) = S'cos <p am  (e + |  -Tt)
The horizontal component of Jb (if a positive component is 
considered to be directed in the +x direction) will be:
- f t  cos (© + 1 -TL) = -i’cos <p cos (e 4 £  -X)
At each slip line intersection, an area (assuming 
unit length in the y direction) is found assuming straight 
lines in the local region. The force components on the 
elements in the vertical and horizontal directions are then 
just the stress components multiplied by these areas.
On the center line of the wedge, there will be no 
vertical stress component but only a horizontal compressive 
stress (in the +x direction) equal to 3^1 .
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From geometry: 6 ", -+<o-
Solving these simultaneously;
Q3 = S'(i-Sin (P)
As on the lower surface, the program calculates areas 
associated with each slip line intersection.
Computer Program 
The computer program to do the calculations described 
in the previous section, appears in Appendix A. Also pre­
sented is a sample output with an explanation of the format.
Results
Several cases were run for two values of ($ . For 
each case, a different value of R  was used for a given value 
of f\/ , where:
-^Area \ Area
Also, for each case, the differences in forces (R. - R . )' ' m  out
and N o u t )» were plotted. A "convergence" representing
the closest force balance occurred for the following
values : q  ^  = 3 o <>  ^ R / W  , _ 3 4 3
@ d? - 4-0° , R / n = J 1 9
The soil wedge profiles corresponding to these cases, appears 
in Figure III-l.
Two significant observations can be extracted from 
this analytical study:
1) The first is that the convergence of the answer to 
a particular R/N value was due to the numerical analysis and 
not to the physics. As the shear stress boundary condition 
was varied, forces on all sides of the wedge were calculated 
and checked for a balance. For some shear stress values, 
the numerical equations were unable to converge to a regular 
slipline grid, that is, some of the ^ sliplines crossed over 
other sliplines, and some of the lines crossed over 
other 7^ 1ines- In those areas where interference (cross­
over) occurred, the stress variables were inaccurately 
calculated, thus an equilibrium of forces on the soil wedge 
was not achieved. However for the case in which the Balia 
boundary stress form giving R/N = .179, was combined with 
the soil property $= 40°, the sliplines were all in the 
right place. No line interference occurred; equilibrium 
of forces was achieved as it should be, because the analysis 
is based on the static equilibrium equations.
This range of friction angles was chosen before the actual 
laboratory samples were tested. A more appropriate range 
would have been 40 to 50 .
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2) The second observation relates to the first: any
boundary stress distribution will result in a slipline grid 
forming a soil wedge, providing the numerical equations can 
converge on a regular grid of lines and variables. Thus 
the system of equations, or model, behaves like a transfer 
function. Within certain limits, any input value of boundary 
stresses will result in an answer.
The final chapter of this study will further discuss 
these results in light of some appropriate experimental 
results found in this project and elsewhere. Despite the 
inability of this static analysis to provide a unique de­
scription of R/n vs. <S) , the decision was made at this point 
in the project, to proceed with the probe design, using the 
R/N values of the plane strain static analysis. It was felt 
that these values were valid; they were based upon a boundary 
stress distribution that resulted from a detailed theoretical 
analysis and were accompanied by wedge shapes similar to 
experimentally observed profiles.
The Axisymmetric Case 
The axisymmetric analysis is analogous to the plane 
strain case. The solution of symmetrical strain in cylin­
drical coordinates is of interest because it more closely 
describes the stress conditions resulting from the penetra­
tion of the probe.
The axisymmetric assumption is that displacements 
in the ^  ( circumferential ) direction are zero, and that
displacements in the r and z directions are independent
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of If* . It can be shown (82) that stress components are also 
independent of (y , two of them, 'TjTy and 'Tyg, being zero.
The equilibrium equations in cylindrical coordinates, 
under the assumption of axial symmetry, become
'9_5r +  ^ _ 0 ______________(2-1)
3 r  9 E  y~
-4- ■+- r'i.Y' ( 2-2)
The equilibrium equations are not independent of the 
stress component in the circumfrential direction (Gy). The 
following shows that the stresses acting upon a failure 
surface are independent of
Consider the following element;
(from Ref. 20)
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For equilibrium in the r direction, the force balance equa­
tions reduce to:
C ^ - ' T ^ a n / 3  - ^ T s i a n / 3  - <os )
4 e? - '7~zr-/:dr>j3 + %-tan/3~%)
w ) - °
For equilibrium in the z direction, the force balance equa­
tion becomes:
( 64 - X-i c<A/3-ni col fi - %  )
4  f c  r  4  ^  -  ^ s )
If only the "zeroth order" of the quantity 1 —  yis considered
/drY M r \zand the "higher order" terms an<^  y ^r) are considered
■k
negligible , the equations can be solved simultaneously for 
/~}~L and CTS .
CT-4 —■<'2V-
Ts = S m  ZJ3 - "7~kr  C o s  Zfi
G s =  c o s  Z J 3 - X t S ^ Z J 3
If /3 describes the failure surface, then % %  is the stress 
state on the failure surface. Thus the failure stresses are 
not a function of the circumferential component if the
higher order terms are neglected.
Because yield is determined by stresses in the V  and 4  
directions only (i.e. the Mohr circle representing the stress
Note that this may not be a good assumption near the axis 
where Y —* O
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state in the V-2. plane is tangent to the Mohr-Coulomb yield 
curve) then Gy must be an intermediate stress.





The Haar-Karman hypothesis first stated in 1909 (67), 
is frequently used in soil mechanics. It states (hypothe­
sizes) that the limiting state of stress at yield is 
reached when two of the three principal stresses coincide, 
i.e., when two Mohr circles are tangent to the limiting 
Mohr Coulomb envelope. This assumption is frequently used 
to reduce the three dimensional axisymmetric problem into 
a statically determinant problem of two equations, two 
unknowns (20, 26, 66, 24, 68, 71 and others).
There is some evidence in the soil mechanics litera­
ture showing that the G"^ , component probably lies somewhere 
between CS", and . Finn (55) for example cites this 
variation as the reason for the difference of friction angle 
measured with direct shear (or plane strain) tests and 
with triaxial tests. Nadai (47) approaches the axisymmetric 
solution by considering that the range over which the 
solution is valid, is limited by the condition s3<<sf <s,.
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Cox, Eason, and Hopkins (24) investigated various regions 
of the yield surface, selecting two of eight existing 
regions as having some validity. One region, that treated 
by Nadai, holds f or CSj ^  K *0/ ; in the other, the Haar- 
Karman hypothesis holds, i.e. %  = or
It was considered beneficial to set up the numerical 
equations such that the final results could be varied as
was allowed to vary between its limits of the major and 
minor principal stresses. This was accomplished by making 
use of Lode's Parameter (16) defined semantically by:
[Intermediate! stress J [






NORMAL STRESSai cr cr
Thus:
2 5 *  - - g ;
G ,
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In this axisymmetric analysis:
At the failure state:
, Sin c?
C, +  C 3
<3,=
2 ’ 2. /0\ S \ n dp -v- MJ  ________________ ( 2- 3a )
As in the plane strain solution, the three unknown stresses 
in the r-z failure plane ( ^r-d  ^ can be reduced to
two unknowns by using the fact that the major Mohr circle
is tangent to the yield surface. The result is a set of 
equations similar to equations (l-2b):
<3^ ^  () 4- S)D cp Cos 2 0 ) 
<3^  = S ( ) ' Sin (f CoS Zo)
5»>ocp sin 2© )---------  _ (2-3b)
h o  ch _ i E 2where ^  ^
Thus with four unknowns ( ) the problem can
be solved with four equations or statements:
Equilibrium Equations (2-1), (2-2)
Yield condition
Intermediate stress condition (2-3a)
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The numerical approach will be analogous to that for the 
plane strain problem.
The initial assumption for the Lode Parameter ^a , 
will be that the Haar-Karman hypothesis holds. For the 
present problem (which is like an "active" stress state 
for which r) this means that V V < S 3 . For this
value of = “ I • Other values of ^3^ could be assumed
by varying^ a •
If equations (2-3b) are combined with the intermediate 
stress equation (2-3a) and the equilibrium equations (2-1, 
2-2), the resulting two equations can be put into the 
following form:
[§f +zslz»r><? If
4 2|: + + y  ian'P (' Slr>
=  +  ^ c o S C © > ) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (2- 4 >
where:
... IE _ cP 
^  ' 4 £
As with the plane strain problem and similar to the procedure 
of Cox, Eason, and Hopkins (24), introduce the change of 
variable
X  = J? co-t In f
into equations (2-4). Then define two new variables:
f = X  + ©
71 = X - e
The resulting equations are:
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e n [z^T c o 5  cP - ( i -\y<A s m  ($) ~lrdin C O +m )\
A2 “
cos (e -m )
C D S  (9 j ^ )
££_
B. = — 5- 
1 Z.X' cos 4)+ ( 1 smcp) ian (©^)]
B, po\ cos ( 0 -v>^)
£ & S i n < p  C O S ( 0 - ^ )
a
These are equivalent to "Sokolovski’s Basic Equations" 
derived previously.
These equations are solved by the method of character­
istics in exactly the same way as in the plane strain problem. 
For the case of a weightless soil (
on a 
~f line
s!_I a J- [/ c os cP - () sirxf) 4an(e^)]
on an 
line
/ = Ian ( © >C4)
( d o
Transforming back to the variables $  and 0  , and putting the 
equations into finite difference form, the result is four
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equations for the unknowns X"^ } ?






/Si4 - 3U, + 2 S iA.,i a n 4> (e,s - © £ji_,) =
— ^ 4 ^ — — —  ('r« ~ v £ 5-0 C o S t P  - ( 1 "J>£'"s  ln <p)
V - .
On an line:






A first approximation to the coordinates of the 2^ point 
) comes from the simultaneous solution of the 
two equations involving and These become:
r _ r,-.,^ 4an(e;-,,y>i) ~ 4 z^ ., -'ci.v.,-fan (e,^., + a <)
- t s > r > ( e i .,j i -y of) - fan (Sj,j-i +>0
[<■»..,5 tan ( & u a ~ / a ) tan (©M ., +/«)
- an (e^ ., tV) - z .^,1 fan ( )
On this first approximation, let the quantities
s  - ...... .J L g k f c L .  . © .  .
—  Q e j +  0 ^ }-! 0
~  Z  j V '
Next solve the remaining two equations for ^  and
© n  = .E a : E1
£ fan cp ( SHi + SijJ
B I
where:
-‘Ho-’ + Z S i m i a n  <$ e itiH +
c P ^  _-q. c o s 4> - ( t 4 ^ s i v . c P ) i a n ( © ^ . , + 4 J
E * = S'i-iji ~ 2. S'i-lj)'£an(POi-l/i -+■
%^-ian <P (r._ _v. ) j ^ + {| -^smd^eml©^- -/>)]
ri"4
Again, during the first iteration, the average values are 
taken as the value at the neighboring point. The program 
iterates on these equations a maximum of 20 times. At each 
iteration, the average stress values and d- are
compared to the values at the end of the previous iteration.
If the difference is less than a value which is input as 
'T0L, the program goes on to the next point.
Treatment of the boundary values is identical to that 
for the plane strain program. Also, in the same manner as 
the plane program, this program solves the network first in
space AOB and then in space OBC (shown below) 




As before, some different equations must be derived to solve 
for the points on the 3 axis (such as at i~ } = / Z. , above).
From the difference equation along a line ( i~ CO)OS^ ) , the
following can be shown:
( '9,1 )
cPL^ io 
-ian dpl^ r coscp -Q -i>£rs)n (pHan
I +  "^Sin cP L - © 2,5-11
^tidwn c? - ( I - ^ Y j
Force Calculations
Probe Surface
At regular intervals along the r axis, the program 
reads values of "T, 1’he r values can be considered




The program calculates the average value of at the center
of each ring. It then calculates the area of that ring, 
multiplies the stress and area values together, then adds
89.
the products for each ring over the surface of the probe. 
This gives ZF0RCE. The number of rings is equal to the 
number of intervals, input as M. Another input value is 
NS, and gives the number of wedge-shaped sections the 
program will use to integrate the radial components of 
force .
The program divides each ring into a number of pieces, equal 
to NS. It then calculates the angle (denoted in the diagram 
as cK ) that the average shear stress on that segment makes 
with the split in the probe surface. The program then inte­
grates, around each ring, the components of shear force 
perpendicular to the split in the probe surface. The total 
is printed out as RF0RCE 
Soil Cone
Calculation for forces on the lower surfaces of the 
cone are really not necessary; however, they are helpful for 
checking the program and recognizing when the slip line 
pattern is well-behaved. The procedure for integrating 
stresses over the lower surface of the cone, is analogous 
to that described above. Horizontal and vertical stress
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component calculations are the same as with the plane 
strain problem. On the cone cross-section (cut by a vertical 
plane through the split in the probe surface), vertical 
stresses are zero, horizontal stresses are normal to the 
cross section and equal to the intermediate principle 
stress (S'* .
In spaces AOB and O B C , the program calculates triangu­
lar areas and multiplies these areas times the average normal 
stress on that area. In space AOB, the program scans hori­
zontally, integrating over areas represented typically by 
triangle aj bj Cj (below).
In space OBC, the program scans vertically, integrating over 
areas represented typically by triangle a  ^ b^ c^.
The area of each triangle is
AREA = Vs(s-a^)(s -bc)(s - Cj) (from Ref. 69)
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where: dp b# Cg = sides of the triangle 
j Aj
S = ^  ^  4 4- )
Appendix B contains a listing of the axisyrametric computer 
program and a sample output, with explanation.
As an initial check of the program's network solution, 
the boundary stresses found by Cox, Eason, Hopkins (24) for
ic
a perfectly smooth footing were used to generate a network 
of slip lines in AOB space. The calculated network matched 
the one shown in their report.
Results
Following the procedure of the plane strain case, the 
Balia (54) distribution was used in the program which con­
verged on the value R/N = .168 for a friction angle (ty - 40° 
and a Lode parameteryiA = -1. Recall that for the plane 
strain calculations using (ty = 40° and the Balia form of 
the boundary stress distribution, the result was R/N = .179. 
The Lode P a r a m e t e r = -1 corresponds to the Haar-Karman 
Hypothesis that . The slip lines for this case
outline a soil cone, shown in Figure III-2. The axisym- 
m e t n c  analysis is useful to better understand the behavior 
of the probe and the soil properties that affect its behavior. 
Such a discussion is presented in Chapter VI.
It is interesting to note that in a recent (1973) state-of- 
the-art paper by A. Vesic (51), two references (24, 25) 
describing the work by Cox, Eason, Hopkins, are given as the 
most recent principal contributions to the theoretical analy­
sis of the axisymmetric soils problem.
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This chapter describes the design and construction of 
a prototype probe and the related equipment used in the tests.
Probe
Design Specificiations
The design proceeded as soon as the plane strain 
analytical results were complete. Although better numbers 
might have resulted from further study or from the solution 
of the axisymmetric case, it did not seem that the possible 
improvement would be worth the time delay. Order and 
delivery of materials, machining and construction would 
take a considerable amount of time. Even so, the design 
would allow for some adjustment.
The plane strain analysis gave two results: 
for: C? = 30°, R/N = .248 
for: Cf = 40°, R/N = .179 
where
R = radial force acting on half of the rough probe 
surface
N = Normal force on the half-surface.
It was then necessary to find a maximum and minimum limit for
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the forces N and R.
A lower limit of N was estimated by pushing a two inch
•k
diameter (5.1 cm) cylinder into a large container of very 
loose, coarse sand. Resistance at a depth of 6 inches (15.3 
cm) was 190 lbs (86kgf)
"2- N nm = 1-90 )b ( 86 l«5$) 
N n , , n = 3 5  lb (43
A loose soil having a low static probe resistance corresponds 
to one having a low friction angle. If the plane strain
analytical results are assumed to be valid, then for = 30°:
A/ n  - . 24S
rVrvuo
R m,„ - Z3. G )b ( i o .i  Woj )^
An estimate of an upper limit of expected forces results 
from experience reported in the literature (57, 71).
Sanglerat (57) gives static penetration resistance found 
by a large number of investigators for a range of conditions. 
The data considered includes that of Meyerhof (pg. 260,
Ref. 57), Knausenberger, Menzenbach, Moussa, Schultze,
Melzer (pg. 290), Vesic (pg. 178), Schmertmann (pg. 208)
This is almost the same diameter of the final probe design. 
There was nothing special about a 2" diameter probe. It is 
a common diameter for penetrometer cones and it is the out­
side diameter of the split spoon used in the Standard Pene­
tration Test. It was desired to make the probe no wider 
than 2" because this would have increased the influence of 
the walls of the sand tank used in the test. Choosing a 
diameter much smaller than 2" would have increased the diffi­
culty of instrumenting it; also the probe would have perhaps 
been too strongly affected by the presence of large grains 
or stones in the soil.
Kerisel (pg. 151). The results vary over a wide range.
Taking into account the field conditions versus the test 
conditions expected for the present project and using 
engineering judgment, a design (upper limit) stress of 25 
bars ( = 368 p s i ) was selected. This is equivalent to
N Des= & I Z  lb (278 k°/)
Because a high resistance corresponds to a high friction 
angle, and because R/N = .179 for 40° (from plane strain 
analysis) then
R o e s  ’ - ' 7 ^  ^ o e5
R 0cs = MO lb (5-ok^l)
Probe Design
The intent was to design a probe which could be tested 
in the laboratory, for the purpose of verifying the concept 
proposed in Chapter II. Figure IV-1 shows an early idea for 
the design. The cylindrical probe would consist of two 
pieces, hinged at the top square end, and held together at 
the bottom by a pinned aluminum element. The element would 
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The advantage of this design is that these tension-measuring 
elements would give a direct indication of the radial force 
component R, and that a simple change in material or dimen­
sions of this pin would allow some optimizing of the design. 
However, after some "design review", this concept was dropped 
for the following reason: If the normal force N, resulting
from an integration of the normal stress components, acts 
along the line which intersects the hinge point at the top, 
then the measured force T will lead to the correct value of 
R (see diagram, below). But if the resultant N were not 
colinear with the hinge, it would create a couple moment
that would affect the measured value of R. Calculations
->
showed that if the lines of action of the top and bottom N 
values were 0.1" (2.54 mm) apart, the error in the measured 
value of R would be 6-10%.
the sketch, below and further detailed in Figure IV-2. This 
"tuning fork" concept was originally discarded because of 
the complicating existence of a moment resulting from an 
off-centered N. However, experience of others (83, 72)
showed that such a cantilevered beam could be instrumented
N









S tra in  gages
 n U  / M
-N
A standard technique has been developed (72) so that the 
elements in the strain gage bridge can be placed so that 
bending strain due to M, and compressive strain due to N 
will not be recorded (83). All that will be recorded, will 
be bending strain due to R, which is what is needed.
The design process was to choose a material and a 
set of dimensions for the probe, and then check to see if 
stresses and strains resulting from the design forces, fell 
within the allowable limits of the material strength and 
strain gages. The last "iteration" of this procedure 
appears below. The material chosen was mild steel (C-1018), 
The dimensions are the following:
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where ^  . 3 T i n .  = _ I 8 S - io.
1 =  0 0 5 -0 6  i n 4
and M = Rje (not including the couple moment acting at the 
end of the beam)
The maximum bending strain occurs at the upper gages,
farthest from the free end.
At the upper gage location,
= (II
- 374- in - )b




. (3T4- in lb) (.1in .)________
~ ( 3 0  X IO6 lb/in1) {.OOS~C>6
= 4 5 G - ^ p
Compressive Strain:
£ » N°es = 612 lb
AE (,3Tw.)(/.2in.)(3OX/06 lb /w 2)
, 4G Afp
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Total compressive strain of upper gage:
e = 4 S 7 ^  + ± c'
where £ = unknown strain (compressive or tensile) 
due to couple moment
Limit of strain gages made by Micro-Measurements Inc.:
i = ±  2 . 0 0 0
m a x
^  i
Because ^ is expected to be small, the strain gages are 
adequate. The maximum material stress will occur at the 
"wall", 4 inches from the free end.
6 '
1 [ W {^ 5 1 )  + + g ± c
= 5 8 4  ±  C
3
The yield stress of the material is 62.3 x 10 psi (Marks 
Handbook) which corresponds to a maximum allowable yield 
strain of
r _ , Q>2~'3 x /O3 ps& _ . C^4|n
^ E 3 0  x ioG psi in
Thus the material is also adequate. Corresponding to the 
maximum expected radial force ^oes' the opening at the free 
ends of the tuning fork is calculated using a simple beam 
equation: ^
Opening = 2 / m a „ = ( 2 )  £
= fe)C) IO l b ) f 4  in.) __________________
(3)(30X/o g >b/Jn*)(.ooS_0 6  in*)
- . 0 3 )  in. ‘/ 3 2  ) r . 7 8  7 n o m
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This is on the order of the diameter of a coarse sand 
grain. It is reasonable, then, that some sand will be 
pressed into this opening.
The minimum expected design forces can be used to 
ensure that strains will be large enough to measure. Accord­
ing to experience (84), anything lower than 5 will be
difficult to measure due to instrumentation and temperature 
disturbances.
At the lower gages,
M  = ( 2 3 .  £  l b )  ( I
r S3. G m  ~ lb
£ _ M_Cg _ (S3. £ m-)b) (• J85~in)
b E l " (30 x io6 lb /^ ) ( .oo50G  In+)
- 28.8
Compressive Strain:
r . = i’g  lb__________
c A E ( ,3Tin)( /. 2 in)(30X JO* ^/m1)
'' ' in
Total minimum strain of lower (tension) gage:
e - € b - Co + e'
= 28.B - T. I ± €'
= 2  1.7 ±  6 ' 44JO.\n
so this also appears to be adequate. The final design is 
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The position of the legs was designed so that the 
normal stress distribution derived by Balia (and used in 
the plane strain analysis), would tend to balance moments 
about the center line of the leg. i.e.
Z (  cr - A  A  • r  =0
-—
The outside diameter of 2.06 in. (5.23 cm) just fits 
inside a 2" schedule 40 pipe. This pipe, or "sheath" will 
fit around the probe, protecting the strain gages from soil 
abrasion, and allowing the probe to penetrate some distance 
(up to 6 in. or 15 cm) before taking a reading. The 6" 
length was defined by the maximum length of travel of the 
hydraulic press to be used for the static tests. The longi­
tudinal grooves cut into the upper round section of the 
probe, allow the strain gage leads to exit without being 
chafed by the protective sheath. The bottom end of the 
probe is shown scored with annular grooves to ensure that 
slip between soil and probe surface cannot occur. After 
preliminary tests, this surface was further roughened by 
attaching coarse sand grains (# 14 seive) with epoxy.
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Construction
The probe was machined from two pieces of 1 1/4" x
2 1/2" (3.18 cm x 6.35 cm) cold-rolled bar stock. Much of
the machining took place while the two pieces were bolted 
together and pinned for alignment, using force-fit hardened 
steel pins. As stock was removed, the relieving of stress 
in the cold-rolled bar caused some slight warping of the 
legs. If another probe were made, this could probably be 
avoided by using "free-machining1 mild carbon steel. The 
warp was removed by first heating in an 1100°F (594°C) 
oven for about an hour to stress relieve the piece. After 
cooling, it was bent straight in an arbor press. Because 
strain gages require a smooth mounting surface, the milled
leg surfaces had to be ground. Figure IV-3 shows the
machined probe and sheath, prior to the installation of 
strain gages.
FIGURE I V - 3
SHEATH (LEFT) AND MACHINED, ASSEMBLED PROBE, WITH SIX INCH SCALE
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Figure IV-4 shows the probe after the strain gages and 
protective coating of RTV were applied. The figure also 
shows the epoxyed sand on the probe surface.
FIGURE IV-4 
PROBE WITH ROUGH END COATING
Strain Gages
The strain gages on the probe legs are used to deter­
mine R, the radial force component acting on the rough surface 
of the probe. The electrical bridge is hooked up so that the 
normal force N, the bending moment M, and temperature changes 
A t equally influence all gages, and, therefore ,
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do not affect the bridge output voltage.
VI/* u
As shown in Clark's report (83)
E o u t  - ^ - £ ,  +  £ ^ ' £ 3  +  O
where fL = gage factor
0 r  .€
R  = resistance
£ = strain
A bridge is located on each leg so that the average of two
legs can be found. The gages used in this study are Micro-
Measurements foil gages, #EA-06-l25AD-120. These are 
temperature-compensated for steel, and were mounted with 
"M-Bond 200". To protect the gages, they were first coated
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with "M-Coat-A" Polyurethane (similar to a clear lacquer); 
the whole area was then covered with Dow-Corning Silicone 
rubber sealer (similar to RTV). Calibration curves of 
strain gage output (in in) versus radial force R
resulted from tests on an Instron Machine. The probe was 
disassembled and each leg clamped horizontally in the 
Instron press.




The resultant strain reading from the strain gage bridge 
was recorded for each of several values of the R force 
applied.
Load Cell
Static tests were planned on a Young hydraulic press 
which has a force dial with a low range of 0-3000 lb 
(0-1360 k g f ). A one percent full scale error and its jerky 
response made it inadequate for these tests. Therefore, 
a special load cell in series with the probe was needed; 
several unsuccessful attempts were made to construct a cell
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consisting of a metal cylinder instrumented with four 
strain gages on the curved surface. These "home-made" 
cells were sensitive to side loads and moments and were, 
therefore, of no use to the tests. A cell was, therefore, 
leased from Datacraft, Inc. in New Jersey. It was a BLH 
General Purpose Cell, Model T3P1, with a range of 0 to 
1000 lb. (0^453 kgf). The axial load detected by this 
load cell and the two radial loads detected by the probe, 
were determined using the same strain gage instrumentation.
Assembly
Figure IV-5 shows the complete assembly fastened to 
the upper platen of the hydraulic press. The sheath is in 
the "down" position, its lower end even with the end of 
the probe. When the penetrating probe reaches a depth 
in the soil at which readings are to be taken, the U-shaped 
separator bar is removed. This allows the sheath to slide 
up, freeing the probe legs to strain outward as a result 





The penetration rate in the "static" tests was very 
slow (on the order of 1/4" per minute or .64 cm/min). Thus, 
the strain gage readings in general changed very slowly.
It was possible to get good results with one strain gage 
meter and a switch box to read three strain gage bridges, 
"simultaneously" for most cases.
The sand tank and lifting apparatus, built for the 
tests, appear in Figure IV-6. The tank is a length of 16 in. 
(40.7 cm) diameter steel pipe, 5/16 in. (.79 cm) wall. This
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is the largest diameter tank that can fit into the press.
The literature indicated that other experimenters have 
used similar relative tank sizes; it was felt that the 
tank walls would not influence the failure of the soil 
under the penetrating probe.
FIGURE IV-6 
SAND TANK AND LIFTING APPARATUS
Figure IV-7 shows the probe/load cell assembly mounted 
to the hydraulic press over the sand tank. Wires from the 
three bridges connect to a type N BLH Strain Gage Meter 
through a switching box. The switching box consists of an 
ordinary multi-channel instrument switch and 4-terminal 
plugs and sockets. Before a test these were sprayed with 




PROBE ASSEMBLY, SAND TANK, INSTRUMENTATION
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CHAPTER V 
TESTING AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This chapter is divided into two parts. The first 
describes the selection and parameter evaluation of the 
sand samples used in the static probe tests. The second 
part describes the probe tests and results.
Soil Tests
Discussion of Properties
The purpose of the soil laboratory tests was first, 
to identify a sand or sands that would display a wide range 
of values of the internal friction angle (ty , and second, 
to generate a (f-vs - relationship for each sand sample 
selected.
Most sand when compacted from "loose" to "dense", 
will display an increase in friction angle of around 10°. 
This is supported by data of Adams, Alpan (57) and Taylor 
(73). As the sand becomes more "mixed" or less uniform, 
Alpan1s data shows that this variation increases signifi­
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Another more common relationship is that given by 
Meyerhof (taken from ref. 23).
Cf>- (P„ + I S  Or
where a -  relative density
. y  -
CP0 = 25° for a sand having more than 5% "fines"
(Po = 30° for a sand having less than 5% "fines" 






2. M O L SAND (BELGIUM)
3. DUNE SAND  
(LA K E MICHIGAN)
4 . VERY COARSE SAND  
(PEO R!A>ILL)
5 . M ED. COARSE SAND  
(M O L IN E , IL L .)
1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0
U N IT  WEIGHT y ,  g /c m 3
FIGURE V-2
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The above data indicates that the primary property 
affecting (Q for a given sand is density, ^ . Also, an 
important factor causing two sands to display different cP ~ Y  
characteristics is the degree of uniformity.
The initial intent of the soil tests was to find one 
of two sands in which the probe could be tested; the fric­
tion angle would be varied by simply varying the density.
This was done and is described later in this section. But 
it was not clear, at this point, how the probe would behave 
in loose sands.
In a "loose" sand (having void ratios greater than 
the "critical void ratio"), the sand contracts upon failure; 
loose soil in a failure state yields under a footing or 
penetrometer probe and is in a state of "local shear". If 
the sand is also saturated, a rapid failure may cause 
"liquifaction" - as the sand tries to contract, the stresses 
will be transferred onto the pore water which is unable to 
quickly drain. Dense sand, on the other hand, expands upon 
yield; the condition under a footing is known as "general 
shear".
The critical voids ratio, or critical density, marks 
the dividing line between loose and dense sands. This 
property is a function not only of the individual sand, but 
also of the stresses that are imposed and the nature of 
the loading (73).
The static analysis, in assuming all soil under the 
footing to be at the yield point, considers the "general
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shear" case, corresponding to sand in the dense state. How 
the probe actually behaves in loose versus dense soils, in 
general versus local shear, for shallow versus deep penetra­
tions, must be determined experimentally. The probe tests 
described in this chapter begin to investigate these pheno­
mena .
In the laboratory, friction angles can be determined 
by the direct shear test, resembling a plane strain situa­
tion, and by the triaxial test, which is a cylindrical 
failure test. The results of these two tests, for the same 
sand at the same density, are usually different. Sometimes 
this difference is not considered important. For example 
the (fvs Y  curves reported by Bowles (Figure V-2) were not 
all determined using the same methods. Curve ©  resulted 
from triaxial tests; the others resulted from direct shear 
tests. Experience shows (75, 76, 55) that for a given sand, 
friction angles measured with a plane strain device will 
often be larger than those measured using a triaxial shear 
device, especially for dense samples. Some typical results 
reported by Lee (75) appear in Figure V-3.
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COMPARISON OF RESULTS FROM DRAINED TRIAXIAL AND PLANE STRAIN 
TESTS ON SAND (AFTER BISHOP AND CORNFORTH)
The difference is strongly related to the difference 
in intermediate principal stress, (55, 30). Related to
this is the fact that in a direct shear device, failure is 
forced to take place on a plane which is not the critical 
failure plane. In other words, if the sample were allowed 
to fail anywhere (as it can in the triaxial test), it will 
do so along the weakest plane. It would appear then, that 
different failure phenomena in soil might be calculated 
most accurately using friction angles determined with the 
appropriate test (75, 33). The ultimate bearing capacity
of a long thin footing and the failure of an embankment, 
would be predicted most accurately using friction angles 
determined from some kind of plane strain test. Bearing 
capacity calculation of a pile or a round footing might
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better use friction angles determined by a triaxial test.
The failure of soil under the probe is of a "cylin­
drical" or axisymmetrical nature. So it would appear that 
the appropriate laboratory friction angle test to use would 
be the triaxial test. Unfortunately, the triaxial test is 
a much more difficult test to run. For a variety of reasons 
experimenters in this project were unable to generate a 
satisfactory set of data using this test. However,
with the direct shear test they were able to produce a 
consistent set of results that compare well with results 
reported in the literature. These are used to correlate 
the probe data with friction angle. This doesn't create 
any problem as long as one is aware of the fact that the 
probe is being correlated with friction angles measured by 
a direct shear device.
Selection of Samples
Four available sands were dried and sieved to deter­
mine the grain size distributions shown in Figure V-4.
A cursory series of direct shear tests showed that the 
Mortar sand and the Concrete sand had the greatest variation
Uniformity coefficients, as
follows:
Noyes Sand - 3-04
Hampton Beach Sand C m = 1*6
Mortar Sand 3.02
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of friction angle with density. Therefore, these were
■k
selected for further testing.
Parameter Identification
The preliminary direct shear tests for the concrete
and mortar sands showed that for each, the critical density
3 3was in the neighborhood of 100 lb/ft (1.6 gm/cm ). This
resulted from observing in what range of density the sample
volume remained constant during failure. Critical density 
is related to the critical voids ratio by the formula
V  ~  Q
"  i ■+ e c„4
where density of water
The reason for making the association here is that "critical 
void ratio" is the term normally dealt with in soil mechanics 
texts, while "critical density" is the quantity more appro­
priate to this experiment.
G is the absolute specific gravity of the grains.
For these sands:
G, Mortar sand = 2.68 
G, Concrete sand = 2.69 
The direct shear device used in these tests was made 
by the Farnell Co. in England. It is a constant rate-of- 
strain device having, in this case, a cylindrical shearbox 
measuring approximately in. (6.35 cm) diameter by 1 3/4 in.
Even though the ultimate application of this probe is to be 
marine soils, the objectives in the laboratory tests were to 
verify the probe concept. So there was no point in specifi­
cally trying to find marine sands for testing.
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(4.45 cm) height. Strain rate was .02 inches/min. (.51 mm/ 
min). This rate was selected to be low enough that strain 
rate effects were insignificant (77). The results appear 
in Figures V-5 and V-6. A computer program which uses a 
"least squares" technique, derived the two curves to repre­
sent the points and showed the quadratic form to be the 
best fit. These curves are very similar as expected. Al­
though the concrete sand has a slightly larger character­
istic diameter, the sands have similar uniformity coeffi­
cients. From the curves of Alpan (Figure V-l), this would 
lead to similar values of friction angle at a given density. 
The magnitude of the friction angles found in these tests 
also appears to be appropriate. Lambe (77), describing 
the direct shear test for cohesionless soil, indicates 
that peak friction angles in a dense, well-graded, coarse 
sand usually range from 37° to 60°. The sand used in 
these tests is made up of very angular grains which range 
in size from "medium" to "coarse" to "gravel" (30). Thus, 
the high values of (ft shown in the direct shear results 
appear to be correct.
Probe Tests 
Procedure
Several methods of packing were used to obtain a 
range of soil densities in the sand tank. Loose and medium 
densities resulted from dropping the sand from various 
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varied amounts of tamping of thin (1-2 inch or 3-5 cm) soil 
layers. Density was measured by weighing the sand put into 
the tank, then dividing by the volume. Only one probe test 
was made with each sample.
Before the start of penetration, the mounting of the 
probe was adjusted so it appeared to be vertical. All zero­
load readings of the strain gages were then recorded and the 
clock started. The probe, moving at the rate of .87 in/min. 
(2.21 cm/mm.) was seated to a depth of 2 inches (5.1 cm). 
Although the "surface" readings were of primary interest, 
this "seating" was important to avoid uniformities due to 
loosely packed sand on the surface.
At a depth of 2 inches, the rate was slowed to .23 in/ 
min (.58 cm/min), a minimum feasible on the hydraulic press. 
The metal sheath shown in Figure IV-5 was raised about \ inch 
(1.27 cm) and readings began. While one person read strains 
of each of the three strain gage bridges in sequence, another 
wrote down these readings and the time. The time was cf 
interest because occasionally a zero-reading would drift a 
little. If this occurred, the drift would be assumed linear 
in time; the modified zero reading could then be used when 
reducing the data.
A typical set of results for one run appears in 
Table V-l. Note that this is not "raw data", but the result­
ing forces as a function of time.
TABLE V-l
TYPICAL DATA RESULTING FROM PROBE TEST
Run: 23 S
Penetration (in.) 0 2
Time (min) 0 53a 6 6 3/4 7 ih 7 3/4 8 8h 8 3/4 9 3/4 10 3/4
Axial Load N (lb) 0 43.5 47 47.5 48.5 49 51 51.5 52 53 54.5 56 0
Black Leg R^ (lb) 0 7.7 8.0 7.7 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.7 8.7 8.9 8.7 8.9 0
Red Leg R£ (lb) 0 6.8 7.0 7.0 7.2 7.4 8.0 8.0 8.1 8.5 8.8 8.8 0
Average R (lb) 0 7.25 7.5 7.35 7.85 7.95 8.25 8. 35 8.4 8.7 8.75 8.85
Rav/N 0 .167 .160 .155 .162 .162 .162 .162 .161 .164 .160 .158
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R a vIn each case the maximum ~jQ~ value, almost always 
occurring near the early readings, was recorded. Although 
this maximum value would be expected to remain constant as 
penetration increased over small depth increments, it 
appeared that sand, falling in against the sides of the 
legs, decreased the subsequent values of R  , thus de-
R avcreasing the -r-r* value. In most runs, there was a smallN
difference between the R values of the two legs. This 
was due to a slight off-normal penetration, and is the 
reason the average value of R  is used.
Results
Thirty-two static tests in two types of dry sand were 
run. During the first 11 tests, the equipment was checked 
out, modified or repaired. With two exceptions, the remain­
ing tests are considered "good" points.
A tabulation of results appears in Table V-2. Runs 
16 S and 19 S are bad because of mistakes in procedure. 
Figure V-7 gives a plot of these results. The curve drawn 
through the data is a "least squares" fit and is the best 
of the first, second, and third degree polynomial forms.
The scatter of data could be caused by the following:
1) The soil sample may have had a non-uniform 
density. This is probably the major cause.
2) Recording of data might have been too slow, 
especially for the dense sands in which the 



















TABULATION OF PROBE RESULTS
Run p (
106.1 . 216 47.8
96. 2 .133 38. 2
110. 3 . 230 54. 68
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forces were read in the sequence: er> N,
if it were changing rapidly, would not correspond 
to R, and which are read at a later time.
3) Measurement of forces for loose soils was 
occasionally marked by low strains accompanied 
by slight drift of the gage voltages. The 
radial forces measured for some of these loose 
soil cases (around 3 lb or 1.36 kgf) were in a 
range in which the accuracy of the probe is 
questionable.
4) As the grain size of the sand gets larger, as 
in the case of concrete sand, single gravel­
sized particles may have locally affected the 
forces on the probe face. Penetration into a 
very coarse sand may call for a larger-sized 
probe to make sure the average soil properties 
are detected.
SUMMARY
This chapter has described the selection and testing 
of samples used in the probe experiments and has presented 
in Figure V-7, the major experimental results of this project. 
The sands used in the experiments varied primarily in charac­
teristic grain size. Figure V-7 shows that as direct shear 
friction angle for these sands varies from 38° to 56°, the 
force ratio parameter R/N measured with the probe, varies 
from .13 to .24.
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CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND 
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
The preliminary static tests conducted on dry sands 
have shown the concept of a blunt, instrumented penetrometer 
to be feasible. The test results give a distinct relation­
ship between the force ratio R/N measured by the probe, and 
the angle of internal friction of the sand. In this chapter, 
test results and analytical results are compared, the probe 
is evaluated and future work is outlined.
The first section of the chapter discusses three 
approaches to the problem of determining a unique boundary 
stress profile, leading to a better analysis of the penetra­
tion problem. The first approach examines existing data to 
see what kind of experiments or investigations have been 
done. The second approach compares experimentally observed 
soil wedge shapes with results of the static analysis. The 
third suggests further work in the theory of plasticity to 
develop a model for dynamic failure and flow of soil.
In the second section, the expected probe behavior 
is examined for the case of dynamic penetration in saturated 
soil.
The third section evaluates the probe as a potential
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tool for field measurements and outlines future work 
necessary for further development.
Boundary Conditions
The Balia results have been used with success in 
designing the probe, although there was no reason to 
believe that this was the only correct configuration for 
boundary stresses. It would be desirable to use the 
axisymmetric analysis to better understand the behavior 
of the probe and the soil properties that affect it.
Some means is needed to determine the correct form and 
magnitude of the stress boundary condition.
No literature could be found which contains experi­
mental results for the distribution of shearing stresses 
on the base of a rough footing (before or at the failure 
point). However, several papers summarized below are 
relevant.
1. Balia (54). Stresses are determined analytically 
by the theory of elasticity, for an axisymmetric configura­
tion. Results describe stresses on the rough end caps of 
a specimen in a triaxial test. In our case, to maintain 
equilibrium the shear stresses at the outer edge go to 




2. Nadai (47) determined analytically the stresses 






3. Cox, Eason, Hopkins (24) by the method of 
characteristics (slip-line theory), determined the normal 
stress distribution on a perfectly smooth round plate 
penetrating a loose soil.
ct
4. Schultze (78) and Smoltczyk (79) analytically 
found normal stress distributions over elastic-plastic 
media. For increasing pressure, the distribution changes 
from concave to a parabolic shape. Schultze discussed 
both cohesive and non-cohesive soils and reported experi­
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5. Meyerhof (53) reported results of Prandtl (1920) 
who analysed a strip footing on a cohesive material with 
internal friction. He gave results for a perfectly rough 
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6^ Roscoe (80) reported measurements made at Cambridge 
University on a rough retaining wall rotating about the toe 
into dense and loose sand.
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7. Finn (55) used the assumption of a constant base 
friction angle under a rough strip footing to get an im­
proved agreement between the Sokolovski analysis and 
experimentally determined bearing capacities for small 
footings. Graham and Stuart (64) performed a similar 
analysis.
These stress configurations give no conclusive 
evidence of a correct boundary normal/shear stress pattern. 
According to Vesic (85), the best device available for 
measuring shear and normal stresses on a retaining wall 
or under a footing is the "Cambridge Gage" reported by 
Roscoe (80). This is a metal, double-layer bridge device 
that detects stress components on its surface through 
appropriately-placed strain gages.
There is a lack of experimental information available 
for boundary stress distributions on penetrating probes. 
Therefore, it is of interest to investigate whether the 
analytical and experimental results found in this project 
can be compared to produce some information on boundary 
stresses. This is done in the material that follows. 
Experimentally observed soil wedge profiles (reported in 
the soil mechanics literature) will be compared with 
analytical results using the static slipline theory under 
a variety of imposed boundary stress distributions.
Vesic (62) discusses past efforts to determine the 
correct shape of the wedge forming under a footing. Follow­
ing are three examples to which he refers.
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FIGURE VI-1
SECTION SHOWING LINE OF FAILURE BENEATH FOOTING (REF. 63)
Figure VI-2 is a photo which comes originally from a 
paper by K. Szechy (1967). Figure VI-3 is a photo from 
the work of DeBeer and Vesic in 1958.
FIGURE VI-2 FIGURE VI-3
WEDGE BEHIND ROUGH WALL WEDGE UNDER STRIP FOOTING
JL J  /
All of these show distinct failure lines which define a 
symmetrical penetrating soil wedge. In discussing the 
failure pattern shown in Figure VI-3 for a rough surfaced 
strip footing in dense sand, Vesic states (85) that the 
basic shape of the wedge did not change when a "semi-smooth" 
footing made of glass was used in another experiment. He 
concludes (62) from these and other results, that the sides 
of the wedge are straight and make an angle %  with the 
footing of~" + ^  .* (The friction angles for the DeBeer 
and Vesic tests were evaluated with the standard triaxial 
test.) These conclusions are for plane strain conditions.
In reference 52, Vesic mentions that as the length-to-width 
ratio of the footing decreases, so does the angle For
circular footings, this angle has been observed to be close 
to 45° (apparently independent of footing roughness and 
material (p -values).
Davidson (32) found failure patterns that were entirely 
different for smooth and rough footings. For smooth foot­
ings they found the "Hencky-Hill" pattern, for rough, the 
"Prandtl" wedge type:
*This is the same angle found theoretically for perfectly 
smooth footings.







Jumikis (48, pg. 193) and Selig and McKee (49) show results 
similar to those reported by Vesic. And finally, Thompson 
(20) has a photo of a blunt-nosed projectile flying out the
In an effort to select a "correct" boundary stress 
profile, a comparison was made between calculated soil 
cone/wedge profiles and profiles photographed during ex­
periments discussed above. Specifically, the DeBeer-Vesic 
photo (Figure VI-3) was considered. For this plane strain 
case, the wedge angle %  is around 66°. Vesic indicates 
(62) that this is close to 45C 5 + (P/2, which would make (P
for that soil equal to 42°. To measure (ty , they used the 
triaxial test. From plane strain experiments reported by 
Lee (Figure V-3), an estimate of the appropriate plane 
strain friction angle for that soil would be around 45°. 
Using the probe results (Figure V-7), an appropriate R/N 
value for the wedge in Vesic1s photo would be .163. The 
data
were used in the plain strain computer program to determine 
if any calculated boundary stress profiles would lead to 
a wedge profile similar to that shown in Vesic"'s photo 
(Figure VI-3). The four stress forms shown in Figure VI-4 
were used as boundary stress input. The results are 
plotted in Figure VI-5. Wedge III corresponding to the 
Modified Cox-Eason-Hopkins boundary condition falls very 
close to Wedge IV and is, therefore, not shown to avoid
rear of a sand target, with a soil nose cone of
(P = 45
R/N = .16 3
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cluttering the graph. (Note: Results of other computer 
runs u s i n g 42°, R/N = .15 fell very close to the wedge 
profiles shown.) The downward direction of the profile 
for smaller values of X is due to the numerical analysis 
procedure. Both the dotted line profile and curve IV 
intersect the 2 axis off of the graph. These wedge pro­
files seem to indicate that boundary condition IV (or III) 
may be the one to use.
Inserting the same four boundary stress conditions 
into the axisymmetric program, and letting = 42°, R/N - 
.163, gives the cone profiles shown in Figure VI-6. This 
time the cones for III and IV were identical. Vesic states 
(52) that the angle l|^  decreases as the length-to-width 
ratio decreases, and that for circular footings, tyo is 
"close to" 45°. He also makes the following remarks:
The failure patterns were found to be extremely 
sensitive to the homogeneity of the laboratory models. 
Even the smallest imperfection in a model is suffi­
cient to cause deviation from the pattern predicted 
by the theories.
It is difficult to draw many conclusions from this 
comparison of cone photos and theoretical wedges. It appears 
that the Balia (elastic stress) distribution doesn't fit 
either the plane strain or axisymmetric cases very well.
It also appears that boundary distribution IV might be 
the best providing that (1) a long strip probe would give 
the same R/N versus results as the round probe tested 
here, and 2) l/^for a circular footing should not be 45°, 
but something larger, like 55°.
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Further and more complete analysis which might be 
done to better understand the probe and the soil properties 
it is intended to measure, should consider topics in the 
theory of plasticity. The shape of the yield surface, the 
regions in which reasonable stress states lie, the strain 
rates and directions as related to convexity and normality 
of the yield surface, the difference in behavior between 
isotropic and non-isotropic media, the phenomenon of 
dilatation for granular soils, the uniqueness of the 
stress solution as determined by the velocity pattern; 
these are all topics which apply to this problem, which 
are considered in terms of the theory of plasticity (see 
for example Haythornthwaite (68) and Cox-Eason-Hopkins 
(24) ) and which might contribute to a better understanding
of the probe behavior, and to an improved probe design.
Dynamic Penetration of Saturated Soils 
One of the motivations for the project was to find 
a way to measure soil properties on the ocean floor. There­
fore, a first step in any future test program will be to 
look at saturated sands and dynamic penetration rates.
Strain rate is a variable that a future test program will 
have to be concerned with. First of all, one would like to 
know how different rates of "static" penetration affect the 
data recorded with this probe. Secondly, one would like to 
know if the probe, driven in with a falling weight, is 
capable of measuring soil properties in the same way as it 
did statically in the dry sand. The pile-driver application
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is interesting because it would allow use of the probe 
on a light frame apparatus that could be handled with 
a small (45') boat. Static penetration on the other 
hand, requires either a much heavier frame, an elaborate 
setup with screw-type anchors, or both.
Based on soil properties investigated in the 
literature, the following discussion is concerned with 
how the probe might behave for the case of rapid pene­
tration in saturated sand. Here the results of Whitman 
and Healy (81) are of primary significance. First of 
all, they found that the peak friction angle of dry sand, 
measured in a triaxial test apparatus, varied only 
slightly with strain rate. The strain rates they looked 
at ranged from .03%/sec to 1000%/sec.* They avoided 
rates of strain that were higher, because it appeared 
that for times-to-failure of 1 millisecond or shorter, 
the radial inertia of the soil in their one and one 
half inch (3.8 cm) diameter samples became significant. 
Test results on three different types of sand appear 
below.
This corresponded roughly to loading velocities of 
.003 in/sec (0.76mm/sec) to 100 in/sec (254 cm/sec) 
and times-to-peak-strength of 105 seconds to 3 milli­
seconds. A falling weight hitting a standard pene­
trometer (after dropping 30 inches or 76 cm) will 
have a velocity of 12.7 ft/sec (3.7 m/sec).
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Strain-rate Effect in Dry Sands (81)
The conclusion of Whitman and Healy is that the variation
it it
is probably less than 5% . This is small, but for a soil 
whose friction angle is 50°, this could mean a variation 
of over 2°. The second major finding of Whitman and 
Healy resulted from dynamic triaxial tests on saturated 
dense coarse sand. For three different strain rates 
ranging from .012 in/sec (.03 cm/sec) to 18 in/sec (46 
cm/sec) the peak friction angle varied less than 1°. In 
these tests, they measured total stresses G, and and
excess pore pressure L\ . At the maximum value of com­
pressive strength (Gt ~ ^3) in all tests, the excess pore 
pressure U  re ached the same negative value corresponding 
to the vapor pressure of water. That is, cavitation 
(partial vacuum) occurred in the voids for all strain
■fc
rates in the range used. Peak friction angle was
The minimum rate of .012 in/sec (.03 cm/sec) corresponds 
to time-to-failure of around 30 seconds. Velocity of the 
probe in the static tests was .0145 in/sec (.037 cm/sec) 
to a depth of 2" or 5.1 cm (prior to reading) then .004 
in/sec T .01 cm/sec) after that.
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calculated from the maximum ratio of effective stresses 
, where 3^ T U  . Finally, Whitman and Healy
showed that loose saturated sands also had the same small 
(less than 1°) variation of peak friction angle with 
strain rate.
A dense saturated sand which fails in a triaxial 
test will undergo a volume expansion and therefore a
. k k
negative excess pore pressure LA^ will be set up.
This is diagramed in Figure VI-7(a) from (ref 30).
Because - ^3 + LA f the figure represents total values of 
stresses ^3 and as measured from the origin 0.
Effective stress values *^ 3 and are measured from
the origin O' because LA^  is negative and 3^ becomes the 
sum of (S and L{^  . If a failure envelope is drawn through 
0 tangent to the failure stress circle, the failure 
envelope will represent an artificially high value of 
friction angle (Figure VI-7(b) ). The appropriate angle
of friction is obtained by drawing the failure envelope 
through the true origin of effective stresses, O'.
Whitman and Healy found that LA^  and do not signifi­
cantly change with strain rate.
A similar discussion applies to Figures VI-8(a) 
and (b) for loose sands. This time LA is positive and 
the effective friction angle is greater than the apparent 
one. Whitman and Healy found that although LA does
k k
The term U * i s  used instead of 64 to indicate a fairly 
constant value of pore pressure over a range of failure 
rates.
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change with strain rate of loose saturated sands, the 
friction angle found with the effective stress ratio 
does not change.
How does this apply to the expected behavior of the 
soil probe for dynamic and saturated soil conditions?
The following comments can be made:
1) Dynamic probe tests in dry sands can be 
expected to yield results similar to those 
found for static tests. Two things that 
may produce problems are inertial forces 
in the sand upon very rapid failure, and 
inertial forces on the probe legs.
2) Friction angle of dry sand and saturated
sand (measured from the effective stress 
origin) should be very similar. The 
internal friction angle is made up of two 
components (73): one due to interlocking
of grains, the other due to friction of 
grains sliding against each other. A 
wet soil might have a slight decrease
of the latter component.
3) The stresses acting upon the surface of 
the cone forming beneath the probe, will 
be effective stresses resulting from 
grain-to-grain contact. Since the effec­
tive stress friction angle for a saturated 
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it could be expected that the stresses acting on the surface 
of the probe also would not change. Therefore, the probe 
could be expected to provide meaningful results in saturated 
sands for a range of penetrating rates.
Evaluation and Future Work 
The probe tests summarized in Figure V-7 show a 
magnitude of R/N that compares favorably with the value 
found using the static analyses:
At ({? = 40°
Test Result, R/N = .14 
Analytical Results
Plane Strain R/N = .179
Axisymmetric Strain R/N = .168
The plane strain value was used to design the prototype 
probe which operated well for dense sands having a high 
resistive force. For looser sands, the force levels were 
lower than expected; the probe had difficulty resolving 
some of the lower radial components, R.
In both analytical cases (plane strain and axisymmetric), 
the Balia boundary stress form was used for initial (and 
design) calculations. The Balia distribution results from 
an elastic solution; although the magnitude of shear and 
normal stresses led to results (for R/N) that compared 
favorably with experiment, it was later shown that the
Balia distribution may not be the correct one to use.
When the calculated soil wedge profiles were compared
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with experimentally observed profiles, the theoretical 
wedges corresponding to plastic failure (versus elastic) 
conditions, were in better agreement.
A discussion of dynamic failure of saturated sands 
suggests that the probe will operate successfully under 
those conditions. Further, it implies an advantage of 
the "tuning fork" probe over a dynamic cone penetrometer. 
Although it was shown that the effective friction angle 
of saturated sands does not change under a range of dynamic 
loading, the strength of the sand (measured as C5, -^3 
and reflected in higher values of normal force N) does 
change. If the cone penetrometer is driven or forced 
into saturated soil, the resisting force is high for 
dense soils, low for loose. It is not known what part 
of that force is due to drainage conditions, and what part 
is due to the drained soil strength. It would appear that 
the soil probe developed in this project is capable of 
measuring the true strength characteristics (i.e. the 
effective angle of internal friction) of a saturated sand.
In a related phenomenon, a static cone penetrometer 
measures an increasing point resistance with depth as the 
strength due to overburden increases (71). It would appear 
that the ratio R/N measured with the tuning fork probe 
would remain constant if the friction angle $  remained 
constant.
Future effort is needed to develop this tool for 
field measurements under a range of conditions. Many of 
these tasks are itemized below.
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1. Redesign
The prototype tested in this project should be 
redesigned to allow for more accurate readings 
in loose sand. Also work should begin on 
adapting the tool for use in the field.
2. Testing
Further static tests would be worthwhile to 
further evaluate the probe. These would include:
- efforts to ensure a uniform sample density;
- triaxial tests for dry and saturated sands;
- use of strip chart recorders to ensure all 
values of strain are recorded simultaneously;
- use of sands having a wider range of grain 
size distributions;
- effect of depth (overburden) on the probe 
measurements;
- testing of loose sands with a redesigned 
probe; it would also be interesting to look 
at the probe in perfectly cohesive ( (p = 0 ) 
clay.
Dynamic tests would evaluate the probe for at-sea 
use. Penetration of the probe with a dropped 
weight must be investigated under all of the 
conditions mentioned under static tests, including 




Continued work should be done on an analytical 
model capable of describing the dynamic 
behavior of the probe. In an effort to 
improve the design or measurement capability 
of the probe, this model might be developed 
to investigate such things as the effects 
of cohesion, a variation of soil properties 
with depth, the effect of a variable friction 
angle (corresponding to a curved yield 
envelope), the effect of intermediate stress 




Ax ^.[/f cos cP - ( i -fytTS»n cP) iran ( O  +/U)'l
A^ A term in Sokolovski's equations, a function of
soil density.
a A term in Sokolovski's equations, a function of
soil density
a^  A side of a triangle formed by sliplines
B Width of a footing
^rL/^cos cp -v (i +/&sin(f) tan (e~/A~\
B^ A term in Sokolovski's equations, a function of
soil density
b A term in Sokolovski's equations, a function of
soil density
h' Cross section dimension of a beam
b^ A side of a triangle formed by sliplines
C,C1 ,C2 Symbols representing characteristic curves
C Uniformity coefficientu 2
C Unit cohesion
A side of a triangle formed by sliplines
CR Distance from the neutral axis to the outer
edge of a beam cross section
Depth of burial of a footing
D Relative densityr
D.q Soil grain size for which 10% of the sample
grains are smaller
D..Q Soil grain size for which 60% of the sample
grains are smaller
E Young's Modulus
Input voltage to strain gage bridge
EQut Output voltage of strain gage bridge
This list is primarily associated with theory developed as 
a part of this dissertation and does not include some of 
those symbols used in the survey of modelling approaches, 
Chapter II. These symbols herein, are defined with each 
equation.
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i a o  <? ©i^.,
+ ? ^ .an(p  (n . H){> cos< P  - ( i ^ r s m ^ ^ S ^ - y * ) ]  
-  2 ^  $  ® i - . j
+ <P (r(j - coj cp + (I+/7S m<f>)ian(©^ y/w)]
Void ratio Af*'/ci'
Strain gage factor =  ^ P
Gravitational acceleration
Cross section dimension of a beam
Cross sectional moment of inertia
Subscripts of finite difference variables
Length dimension of a beam
Bending moment
Normal force on half of the probe surface 





Shearing force on half the probe surface 
Electrical resistance
Horizontal coordinate in axisymmetric analysis 
Stress variable, defined as
S. a  + '‘Sf-ia a
z
S t } y3*'1"1
% ( +■ C* )
Excess pore pressure
Horizontal coordinate in the plane strain problem 
The normal force on half of the probe surface 
Vertical coordinate
Angle between a vertical and the oblique failure 
surface in the axisymmetric problem
Weight density of soil
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}f' Submerged weight density of soil
S Friction angle on the probe surface, defined
as ton"'
A  Boundary stress variable defined by the
equation Sir* S
S in  A  - Sin Cp
Strain
€ b Bending strain
Compressive strain 
Yield strain
7X Sokolovski change in variable, equal to
©  Angle which the major principal stress vector
makes with the positive horizontal coordinate 
(x or r) axis
s  P tj __
2




A/, Lode's parameter, defined as
<3-, - (S's
"T Sokolovski change in variable, equal to X  ®
Material density
re rr rc r Normal stress
^  Effective stress
G, Major principal stress
Intermediate principal stress
G 3 Minor principal stress
7shear stress
‘ Peak angle of internal friction
X Sokolovski change in variable, equal to 4j: Q.ok $ If! I
Coordinate in the circumfrential direction 
(cylindrical coordinate system)
Angle that a slipline makes with the base of 
a footing or probe surface
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APPENDIX A
PLANE STRAIN COMPUTER LISTING 
WITH SAMPLE OUTPUT
This section contains the listing for the program which 
solves the plane strain problem. A sample output follows, 
with an explanation given below.
The first three pages of output give the network
solution for each point at which slip lines intersect (Z.^ ).
In the complete listing, not shown here to save space, there 
are two other columns of numbers which are the final differ­
ence between old and new values of S  . They indicate 
convergence of the calculations.
The values of X I (I ) and ETA(J) are the slip line 
constants. These values were of interest during early 
stages of the problem solution, but they are of little 
consequence at the present time.
The final page of output prints values of stress (SIG =
P VERT = , PHOR = jC^or ) and force components (FV, F H )
along the lower boundaries of the soil wedge.
The total force acting on the lower surface and center- 
line of the soil wedge is the summation of components FH and 
FV.
£ F H  can then be compared to the imposed force at the 
probe/soil interface, TFORCE = R^n *
X. FV is compared to the imposed vertical force ZFORCE = 1 in *
166
The summation of FH and FV components must be a hand 
calculation; some of the values are unreal due to slip line 
crossing, and should not be used. For example, in the out­
put shown, *5 (3,J) begins to decrease when J exceeds 17.
So points 1=11, J=18-21 are not included in the summation.
SIGZ(I,J) and TAU(I,J) are reprints of the input data;
DELTA (I, J) = <5^ is the surface friction angle on 
the probe/soil interface; it is important to check that 
this does not exceed ( — dp ) .
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APPENDIX B
AXISYMMETRIC COMPUTER LISTING 
WITH SAMPLE OUTPUT
This Appendix contains the axisymmetric program 
listing and a sample output. The first one and one half 
pages ^ of the listing defines all input and output variable 
names.
The first block of output (M, N, NDATA, etc) is 
input data.
The second block SIGZ (I,J), TAU (I, J), DELTA (I, J), 
are input stresses and base friction angles.
The third block is the network solution. The column 
of numbers on the right side was clipped off to fit the 
page in this report. The numbers are values of DELJ.
Following the third block (on the third page of the 
output) are two statements giving the results of the inte­
gration of stresses over the probe surface and over space 
AOB on the cone cross-section.
The fourth block of data, beginning on the third 
page of the output, prints out some of the integration steps 
over space OBC on the cone cross section. Following this is 
a statement giving the results of the integration.
The fifth block of output, beginning on the fifth 
page of output, prints out some of the integration steps 
over space OBC on the cone cross section. Following this 
is a statement giving the results of the integration.
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On FASTBATCH (WATFIV Compiler) this run took 25.56 
seconds, compile time was 5.96 seconds.
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17 0 . 0 0 0 0 7 1 6 5 5 . 8 4 5 9 0 . 0 4 6 8 2 0 . 6 1 8 7
12 0 . 0 0 1 4 6 2 1 4 8 . 0 6 8 5 0 . 2 1 0 6 2 1 . 0 3 9 9
12 0 . 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 6 6 .  1 3 9 4 0 . 1 6 6 3 2 1 . 3 7 2 5
13 0 . 0 0 0 8 2 4 1 9 1 . 4 9 0 6 0 . 1 5 7 7 21 . 6 8 8 0
13 0 . 0 0 0 6  11 22 1 . 0 2 0 8 0 . 1 3  50 2 1 . 9 5 7 9
14 0 . 0 0 0 4 8 9 2 5 8 . 5 4 4 2 0 . 1 2 6 5 2 2 . 2 1 1 0
14 0 . 0 0 0 4 8 5 3 0 2 . 1 6 6 0 0 .  1 46 7 2 2 . 5 0 4 3
15 0 . 0 0 0 3 6 3 3 6 1 . 2 0 5 1 0 . 1 3 1 2 2 2 . 7 6 6 7
15 0 . 0 0 0 2 3 ? 4 3 2 . 9 5 2 1 0 . 1 0 0 5 22 . 9 6 7 6
16 0 . 0 0 0  1 54 5 3 2 . 1 5 8 7 0 . 0 8 1 8 2 3 . 1 3 1 1
12 0 . 0 0 1 1  18 1 6 6 .  1 1 7 4 0 . 1 8 5 7 2 3 . 5 0 2 5
12 0 . 0 0 0 8 3  1 1 9 0 .  1 5 1 3 0 .  1 5 8 0 2 3 . 8 1 8 6
13 0 . 0 0 0 6 8 4 2 1 9 . 7 0 3 6 0 .  1 5 0 3 2 4 . 1 1 9 1
13 0 . 0 0 0 6 5 0 2 5 4 .  1 173 0 . 1 6  52 2 4 . 4 4 9 6
14 0 . 0 0 0 5  17 2 9 9 . 0 4 6 4 0 . 1 5 4 5 2 4 . 7 5 8 6
14 0 . 0 0 0 3 4 9 3 5 4 . 0 0 2 4 0 . 1 2 3 6 2 5 . 0 0 5 8
15 0 . 0 0 0 2 6 0 4 2 8 . 8 5 9 4 0 . 1 1 1 5 2 5 . 2 2 8 8
12 0 . 0 0 0 9 3 0 1 8 9 . 5 1 7 3 0 . 1 7 6 3 2 5 . 5 8 1 4
12 0 . 0 0 0 8 5 8 2 1 7 . 3 1 8 8 0 . 1 8 6 5 2 5 . 9 5 4 3
13 0 . 0 0 0 7 0 2 2 5 2 . 3 6 6 6 0 .  1 7 7 2 2 6 . 3 0 8  7
13 0 . 0 0 0 5 0 0 2 9 5 .  5 1 1 2 0 . 1 4 7 8 2 6 . 6 0 4 3
14 0 . 0 0 0 3 9 7 3 5 2 . 2 1 8 3 0 . 1 3 9 7 2 6 . 8 8 3 7
12 0 . 0 0 0 9 3 4 2 1 6 . 4 6 2 7 0 . 2 0 2 2 2 7 . 2 8 8 1
12 0 . 0 0 0 6 9 7 2 5 1 .  1 6 9 3 0 . 1 7 5 0 27 . 6 3 8 0
13 0 . 0 0 0 5 6 9 2 9 6 .  1 6 9 9 0 .  168 1 2 7 . 9 7 4 2
12 0 . 0 0 0 7 9 ? 2 5 1 . 7 1 o O 0 . 1 9 9 3 2 8 . 3 7 2 8
SPACE r iBC,  THE TOTAL RFflRCE (RUTH S I DE S CIF THE A X I S )  I S  2 8 . 3 7 3  
AREA SI GAV VERT ZFORCE
0 . 0 4 0  349 4 0 5 . 8 9 1 - 1 2 5 . 0 5 8 0 0 0 - 1 2 5 . 0 5 8 0 0 0 - 0
0 . 0 3 7 1 6 1 3 4 9 . 0 2 0 - 9 9 . 2 9 7 1 0 0 - 2  2 4 . 3 5  5 1 0 0 0
0 . 0 2 9 2 1 4 3 3 2 . 6 2 4 - 7 4 . 0 9 5 8 2 0 - 2 9 8 . 4 5 0 9 0 0 0
0 . 0 2 3 1 1 9 3 4 5 . 8 4 9 - 6 0 . 8 7 4 6 4 0 - 3 5 9  .  3 2 5 4 0 0 0
0 . 0 1 8 5 0 3 3 7 0 . 8 0 4 - 5 2 . 2 3 9 1 2 0 —4 1 1 . 5 6 4 4 0 0 0
0 . 0 1 4 0 8 4 4 0 5 . 4 6 6 - 4 3 . 5 2 2 0 0 0 - 4 5 5 . 0 8 6 4 0 0 0
0 . 0 1 0 9 0 7 4 5 0 . 1 3 7 - 3 7 . 4 7 6 3 7 0 - 4 9 2 . 5 6 2 7 0 0 0
0 . 0 0 8 2 2 4 5 0 4 . 3 8 9 - 3 1 . 7 0 6 1 4 0 - 5 2 4 . 2 6 8 7 0 0 0
0 . 0 0 6 0 0 R 5 7 0 . 9 5 4 - 2 6 . 2 4 8 3 3 0 - 5 5 0 . 5 1 7 0 0 0 0
0 . 0 0 4 2 2 3 6 5 3 . 5 3 8 - 2 1 . 1 3 6 2 6 0 - 5 7 1 . 6 5 3 3 0 0 0
0 . 0 0 2 8 8 ? 7 5 7 . 7 2 9 - 1 6 . 7 3 1 0 3 0 - 5 8 8 . 3 8 4 2 0 0 - 0
0 . 0 0 1 8  15 8 9 2 . 0 9 2 - 1 2 . 4 0 0 1 2 0 - 6 0 0 . 7 8 4 1 0 0 - 0
0 . 0 0 1 0 7 4 1 0 6 9 . 5 5 5 - 8 . 7 8 0 5 0 9 - 6 0 9 . 5 6 4 4 0 0 - 0
0 . 0 0 0 5 7 6 1 3 0 9 . 3 2 8 - 5 . 7 5 1 7 8 0 - 6 1 5 . 3 1 6 1 0 0 - 0
0 . 0 0 0 2 7 ? 1 6 3 1 . 9 4 5 - 3 . 3 6 1 2 2 1 - 6 1 8 . 6 7 7 2 0 0 - 0
0 . 0 0 0 1 0 4 2 0 0 1 . 5 8 3 - 1  . 5 5 2 8 3 7 - 6 2 0 . 2 2 9 9 0 0 - 0
0 . 0 0 0 0 5 6 2 3 5 4 . 2 4 0 - 0 . 9 7 5 4 0 6 - 6 2 1 . 2 0 5 3 0 0 - 0
0 . 0 0 0 0 4 1 2 6 7 9 . 4 9 2 - 0 . 8 0 8 9 1 8 - 6 2 2 . 0 1 4 1 0 0 - 0
0 . 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 1 4 9 . 2 9 5 - 0 . 7 5 3 2 7 1 - 6 2 2 . 7 6 7 3 0 0 - 0
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 3 4 0 3 8 . 7 1 9 - 0 . 0 7 8 4 7 5 - 6 2 2 . 8 4 5 7 0 0 - 0
193
HOR
1 5 6 3 8 8  
0 5 3 5 7 6  
1 1 169?  
1 0 6 8 7 9  
0 9 0 4 5 3  
0 6 8 8 7 4  
0 4 9 8 4 7  
0 3 3 2 0 2  
019213 
0 0 8 0 6 8  
0 0 0 0 2 8  
0 0 5  3 6 9  
O O R 2 7 1 
0 0 9 0 4 5  
0 0 8 0 8 9  
0 0 5 2 8 0  
0 0 4 2 2 0  
0 0 4 0 5 1  
0 0 4 1 2 0  
0 0 0 5 0 7
THE CONE SURFACE, Z F ORC E= - 6 2 2 . 8 4 6  RFORCE= 1 3 . 7 0 7
